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ADDITIONS TO THE

1973 CATALOGUE

P.B.P. 9 VOLGASES 20p
P.B.P. 10 CARRATICUS lOp
P.B.P. 11 BODECIA lOp
P.B.P. 12 CARTIMANDUA lOp
P.B.P. 13 DECEBALUS 20p
P.B.P. 14. SAPOR 20p
P.B.P. 15 VERCINGETORIX 20p
P.B.P. 16 CAESAR 20p
P.B.P. 17 ZENOBIA 20p
P.B. 224 SASSANID HOWDAH SPEAR

MAN 6ip

P.B. 116a IMAGO

P.B. 116b PRAETORIAN 2ip
P.B.' 116c LEGIO each
P.B. 116d VEXILLUM

P.B. 116f AQUILA

G 1 THRACIAN GLADIATOR

G. 2 VELITE

G, 3 MYRMILLION OR SECUTOR
G. 4 REITARIUS
C. 6 SAMNITE

G. 6 BESTARIUS
G. 7 LION lOP

SPANISH CONQUEST

A.Z. 1 Aztec Chief

A.Z. 2 Aztec Priest

A.Z. 3 Aztec Sllnger
A.Z. 4 Aztec Javellnman

A.Z. 5 Aztec Clubman

A.Z. 6 Aztec Archer ■

A.Z.C. 1 Cortez Mounted Officer

A.Z.C. 2 Heavy Cavalryman with Lance
A.Z.C. 3 Light Cavalryman with Lance
A.Z.C. 4 Foot Arquebusier
A.Z.C. 5 Foot Pikeman

A.Z.C. 6 Foot Swordsman in Steel Armour

A.Z.C. 7 Sword & Buckler Man

A.Z.C. 8 Mounted Crossbowman

FULL

CATALOGUE

25p

FOOT

RIDER

HORSE

GUN

15mm.

5mm.

POSTAGE

Up to £1 — 10
£2 — 15

£3 — 20

£5 — 25

£10 — 35

Over £10 Free

NEVILLE DICKINSON, M.I.C.M.
RICHARD 'DICK' HIGGS, D.Art.

ADDITIONS TO THE

15mm. RANGE

ANCIENT - lOp each strip
15 A 1 Roman Cavalryman
15 A 2 Half Armoured Cataphracts
15 A 3 Gaul Horse Archers

15 A 4 Gaul Light Lancers
15 A 5 Gaul Slingers (shieldless)
15 A 6 Gaul Javelinmen (shieldless)
15 A 7 Gaul Heavy Spearmen
15 A 8 Gaul Light Spearmen
15 A 9 Roman Auxiliary Archers
15 A 10 Roman Legionnaires
15 A 11 Persian Light Spearmen

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

15 E 1 Royalist Musketeers
15 E 2 Royalist Cavalrymen
15 E 3 Roundhead Cavalrymen
15 E 4 Mounted Dragoons
15 E 5 Artillery Crew
15 E 6 Pikemen in Morions

15 E 7 Cuirassiers

15 E 8 Roundhead Musketeers

15 E 9 Roundhead Pikemen

15E10 Dismounted Dragoons
15 Ell Royalist Command Strip
15 E 12 Roundhead Command Strip

AMERICAN PLAINS INDIAN WARS

I.W. 1 American Infantry Officer

I.W. 2 American Infantryman Firing
I.W. 3 American Infantryman Marching
I.W. 4 American Infantry Bugler
I.W. 5 Artilleryman with Rammer
I.W. 6 Artilleryman with Shot
I.W. 7 Artilleryman with Porte Fire
I.W. 8 Artilleryman with Bucket
I.W. 9 Dismounted Trooper Kneeling Firing
I.W.C. 4 American Cavalry Officer

GLADIATORS

G. 6 Bestarius

G. 8 Mounted Gladiator with Spear

SCIENCE FICTION

S.F. 7 Vertos Roboman

S.F. 8 Aquila Starman
S.F. 9 Earth Federation Spaceman with Launcher
S^F. 10 Earth Federation Spaceman with Laser

MYTHICAL

M.E. 100 Centaur

M.E. 101 Pan

SPANISH CONQUEST 25 mm.
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IS Roy Belmont-Maitland of Tradition and I
icks to get the "new" Newsletter on the road
the world of model soldiers and wargaming
: years than we care to remember and yet thi
)ur hobby its own "Newspaper" has really
It is to be hoped that our dreams and effor
least through lack of support because, if we
the hobby is big enough to deserve its own
the same manner as model railwavs, gardei^in

,  etc) then wargamers themselves must acti'"'e

it as we cannot conceive life without a dai1

iner, so I believe that wargamers should re-
Lse their need for a journal that keeps them
touch with the latest happenings in and
round their hobby. Sach month I read all th
lagazines that are reviewed in the "LOOKING
AHOUND" feature on page 27, and I never fai
to find s"me new item of interest - perhap
2 range of figures or buildings or a book
that excites and interests me. I am. con

scions that v;ere I not to read these

magazines then I would really be missing

something.

The purpose of Wargamer's Newsletter is t
lense all these exciting new items under one
sn that the wargamer, by simply buying

!r's Newsletter, will be kept up to date wit
is going on in the hobby.

I  a'^^ove that, it represents a forum or platf
the views of warga^^ers to be expressed and their grieva
ue given an airing. Short of libel, we will print almos

t you write! Help us to help you by not only supporting Wargamer's Newsletter yourself but by mak
ur fellow hobbyists do the same thing!

DON FEATHSRSTONS.

SITBSCRirTION RA^ES; £5.6Cp. (Overseas £5.65p; U.S.A. ̂ 11.OO)

Bse sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.

ADVERTISING RATES;

Advertisement Manager,
Roland Jutton,

Tradition,
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

Per page -  £9.50p.

half page - £5.50p«

quarter page - £3.00p.

;H'S newsletter has no facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid-out "camera-ready" to a
• 11" X 8".

Classified (non-commercial) adverts - 2p (5o) per word.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton 801 SAD

Hants, U.K.

Subscriptions and Enquiries
Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.

Tradition, 188 Piccadilly
London, WIV 9DA

P.O. Box 4aA

Tel: 01-734 1352



TALKING WARGAMING

PROBLEM OF THE MOMTH from S.T.Fanshav. ^ l

I have acquired a "mule train" (from Miniature Figurines) ''
which is supplied with a cannon. I would like this to he a
secret weapon for getting a gun up or over hills "climhahle
by foot soldiers only" in ''/orld War II games. Can anyone tell yr'^SJk \
me if any gun was "mule borne" in World V.'ar II, and if so what

Regarding Adrian J.Roberts "Problem of the Month" (page
2, October 1973 issue) - my only successful attempt at a
"sheen" on horses' coats involved painting an undercoat of '
matt, reddish tan, then a "wash" of thinned gloss black, with
thicker black for fetlocks. This method has failed on subsequent occasions when the first coat was too
thick or not thoroughly dry (i.e. less than 48 hours), and when the second coat (the thinned gloss black)
was applied with too much brush work or an inferior thinner, causing blistering and peeling. I may add
that these experiments were made with Humbrol paints on Airfix cavalry.

Mary Coupland (of Sydney, Australia).

ooOoo

gINT OP THE MONTH by Peter Card.

Here are a few ideas I had about Reaction Tests. Basically, the idea is to increase the continuity
from one test to another. At present I feel that the system of throwing 3 dice and adding or subtracting
loints for conditions etc., causes too much variation, so that the result of one test is not directly re
lated to the preceding test.

My idea is that each unit should start with a "norm" of 10. (10 and 11 being the most commonly occur
ring numbers when 3 dice are thrown). Points should be added or subtracted as normal, together with a
chance factor which should not be too large. For instance, taking an example from Charles Grant's "The
Mapoleonic Vargame", throw 2 average dice, a green "plus" dice and a blue 'minus" dice, adding the two
values together and adding the result to the norm. E.^. green dice 2, blue dice -4, therefore add -2 to
the norm.

The result of the first test will provide the "norm" for the next and so on. To give a unit a chance
to recover after an unfavourable reaction test, I propose that 2 points should be added to the "norm" on
each go that it does not have to take a test, until the norm reaches its original value of 10.

This is just the basic Infantry Reaction Test, but the idea could be adapted to almost any type of
morale test.

ooDoo—-

RULES OF THE MONTH by Mike Perkins.

I have found that whilst using simple rules, (no offence, but usually your Napoleonic rules), he who
maintains a reserve normally gets annihilated. This is because although the reserve have stood fast for
most of the game, have suffered no casualties, having been placed in a protected position, they have the
same movement and fighting power of troops who have marched, counter-marched, charged and fought all game.

What I want is a simple rule, (to maintain the ability to finish a game in an evening), which will
punish the cardinal sin of failing to keep an adequate reserve rather than favouring it.

ooOoo—-

Many of the major wars of history occurred for religious reasons which, closely akin to morale, is one
of the strongest motivating forces. . Vrtien an army imbued with religious belief to the point of fanaticism
is commanded by an exceptional leader then enemy forces can rarely stand before them. Jan Ziska and his
Hussites immediately spring to mind.

History shows that Sftltgious Fervour is likely to be strong or not to exist at all. Therefore the very
presence of Religious Fervour means that a further 1 is added to all morale-ratings and might also be
added to some factors reflecting fighting qualities of the troops concerned.

D.F.F.
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BATTLE REPORT

MONTHfSALT FLATS SHAKEDOWN -
An Introduction by Steve Ourtis S

Don Featherstone? Coming to us for a gunfight?
Great; Most of us started off v\/argamlng-proper g i
inspired by one of Don's books and to have the W jd ■ A
man himself eager to learn more of our games \A/as Iju (
Indeed pleasing. Brushing aside thoughts of fame
and fortune we descended to the practical Itles of V I W
the occasion. The time was March 1973 and Steve J/W 11 M
did not fancy hiring a cold hall. No, rather closer _ M—

to home (as It was then) - the venue was to be the |in-
front office at Long Haired Steve's house In Bristol,

A/e cleared out most of the printing stuff, pushed the rest back against the walIsland set
up a six foot by six foot table. So far so good. What kind of gunfight though? otreet
battles look best, so from our fictional PIma County, we chose our favourite Salt Flats,
with Sheriff Seth Harker and co. as the men involved.

Here Is something about our games. We simulate only a close skirmish with
a handful of men per side. The game Is played In phases, each representing around a
second. For Colonial scenes we use 30mm figures (Don's favourites) but for westerns
we prefer 54mm men. Each figure represents a man who Is a character In his own right.
Cunningly converted and painted, the cheap plastic Britain's and Timpo cowboys become
grissled veterans of many an Indian campaign and saloon brawl. Each man over a series
of games builds his own personal history, whilst each shootout played, forms the basis
for a saga about the men and the violent and often humorous Incidents they are involved in
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Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 College Square North, Belfast BTl 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 43699

^LBETLINE 1/1200 MODEL V/ARSHIP KITS

range of highly detailed, waterline models,
accurate and easy to assemble. All parts are metal and each kit comes with an in
struction sheet. PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

AMERICAN CIYIL WAR; F501 U.S.S. MONITOR - 25p
P502 C.S.S. ATLANTA, length 51nuii - 27p
P505 U.S.S. MONADNOCK, 8 part kit, length 65mm - 27p
P5O4 U.S.S. ST. LOUIS, 5 part kit, length 44mm - 27p
E505 C.S.S. MANASSUS, length 56mm - 23p
P5O6 C.S.S. VIRGINIA, (ex-Merrimac) - 27p
F507 4O' Mortar Boats, length 10,5mm, 4 per packet - 14p
F5O8 60' Mortar Boats, length 15mm, 4 per packet - 14p

Napoleonic VARGAMSS FIGURES by S.B.G.O.M.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct
anatomical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm
scale. Make a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues;

Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot figures 7^p each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p,each. Cavalry Figures 20p each. Cavalry
Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE.
MAIL ORDER DEPT., LOWER BALLOO ROAD, GROOMSPORT, Co.DOWN BT19 2LU.

Telephone: GROOMSPORT 387•

NEW "COLONIALS" IN 15 mm From PETER LAING
This exciting new series, the first items to be issued are listed below and are now available, will cover the period of colonial
wars at the end of the 19th century. Future issues will include; Maxim gun cart. Field artillery with limber and horses, camel
corps, Indian army, and further tribesmen etc.

F601 British Infantry marching 4p
F602 Highlander marching 4p
F603 British infantry advancing 4p
F604 Highlander advancing 4p
F605 Officer marching, with revolver 4p
F606 Bagpiper marching 4p
F607 British infantry firing, standing 4p
F608 Highlander firing, standing 4p
F609 British officer standing 4p
F610 Boer firing, standing 4p

F617 Zulu Rifleman firing, standing 4p
F618 Zulu Rifleman advancing 4p
F619 Zulu Rifleman firing, lying 4p
F620 Zulu advancing with raised Assegai 4p
F621 Pathan in skull cap firing, kneeling 4p
F622 Boer advancing, rifle at trail 4p
F623 British Bugler 4p
F624 British Officer firing revolver 4p
F625 British infantry firing, kneeling 4p
A606 Catling gun, 3 part kit 12p
A607 Seated Catling gunner 4p

1 p: rn m METAL FIGURESI O I M I II from peter LAING

F611 Boer firing, lying 4p /
F612 Jihadia rifleman (Dervish) 4p /
F613 Hadendowah (Dervish, Fuzzy Wuzzy 4p /
F614 Pathan tribesman firing, standing 4p
F615 Pathan tribesman on guard 4p /
F616 Zulu marching 4p
M601 British lancer charging Bp
M602 British cavalry, horse walking Bp F
A601 2.5" R.M.L. Mountain gun F

(3 part kit) 12p r

A608 Standing Catling gunner 4p
A609 15 pdr field gun, 3 part kit 12p
AGIO Limber, 3 part kit 12p
A611 Seated gunner 3p
A612 British Artilleryman with handspike 4p
A613 British Artilleryman with shell 4p
M603 Boer, mounted on pony Bp .
M604 Boer, leading pony 8p
M605 Mounted imperial yeomanry Bp
M606 Artillery horse, with rider Bp
M607 Artillery horse without rider 6p

NEW ENGLISH CIVIL WAR ITEMS
ARTILLERY AND FOOT FIGURES

A

N

602 British gunner kneeling, with rammer 4p
A603 British gunner kneeling 4p
A604 British gunner kneeling,

with field glasses 4p
A605 Heliographer 4p

OTHER NEW ITEMS
F215 Armoured crossbowman 4p
F218 Unarmoured crossbowman 4p
M404 Cataphract Bp

EW MARLBURIANS

A116 Howitzer, 3 part kit
A119 Cunner with bucket
A120 Cunner with cannon ball

NEW FEUDALS

F217 Armoured Norman spearman
kneeling

M207 Turkish horse archer
M208 Charging Norman, drawn sword

F510 Standing Officer with Partisan
F511 Standing Officer with drawn sword ...

■F512 Scots Musketeer firing ...
F513 'Peasant Type' standing, with cudgel ...
F514 'Peasant Type' marching, with bill hook

OTHER E.C.W. ITEMS ALSO AVAILABLE
F501 Musketeer in hat, firing ... ... 4p F507

*F502 Pikeman in helmet, repelling cavalry 4p 'FBOB
F503 Musketeer in hat, marching 4p «r:cAQ
F504 Standard Bearer, standing ... ... Bp rouy
F505 Drummer in hat, standing ... ... 4p M501 I

*F506 Pikeman in hat, standing ... .. . 4p

ear in hat, firing ... ... 4p F507

A501 Culverin (3 pr. kit)
A502 6-pdr. Cannon (4 pr. kit)
A503 Gunner with handspike
A504 Gunner holding sponge .. .
A505 Gunner with bucket
A506 Gunner with portfire

Musketeer in hat, loading ... ... 4p M502 Mounted Cuirassier . . .
n  in helmet, repelling cavalry 4p "FBOB Pikeman in helmet standing 4p M503 Mounted English/Swedish Trooper in
eer in hat, marching 4p ,i_ hat, horse trotting
rd Bearer, standing ... ... Bp F509 Pikeman in helmet, marching ... 4p M504 Mounted Armoured Lancer ...
er in hat, standing ... ... 4p M501 Mounted English/Swedish Trooper in M505 Mounted Trumpeter in helmet
n  in hat, standing ... .. . 4p helmet ... ... . . . ... ... Bp M506 Mounted Standard Bearer in hat ...

• A pin is supplied to represent the pike.
Send a long S.A.E. for details (and sample figure) of other 15 mm ranges. Marlburian, Feudal, A.W.I., Colonial and Ancients.

From: PETER LAING, 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 CUB
Post and Package extra. Orders up to £1—12p; £2—14p; £3—16p; £4—18p, over £5 free. (Tel. 0892-29911)



Then there is the scene Itself set up on the table. For desert settings we have a sand-
coloured cloth, and for more lush greenery, an ancient WWI I blanket, curtesy of the US
Army. Hills are easily made by Inserting folded rugs, jackets and so on, underneath the
main blanket. TImpo cactus, Britalns trees and lichen supply all the plant life needed,
whilst a sprinkling of pebbles and stones (preferably washed!) from the garden on top of
the blanket, soon gives a boulder-strewn effect. For buildings, well Britalns still do two
attractive barns and I believe, their "Meadow-farm" cottage, andTlmpo's wild west shacks
are not bad for the rest. Later this year there Is a possibility that we shal l be producing

54mm western buildings, but we shall have to see. So there you have It, the
fcjtt old time western township, complete with al l the paraphenalla that makes the

thing I Ive. Bales of hay stacked behind the barn, a broken wheel propped against
the doorway, a saddle In front of the General Store with barrels, boxes, a

Hi - tools, sacks of flour, a drunk weaving up the street, a mangyhound sniffing around the Cafe, a wagon, un-harnessed beside the store, horses
|l hitched to the tie-rails outside the saloons and towns folk going about their

H'' I f "window dressing" goes onto the table top, treating It just
^ miniature film set. The more detail put Into the set-up, the more enjoy-ment gained from It. We have our scene and characters - how about the rules?

T-'#! 5i Don's famous "back-of-a-postcard" approach to rules was not so very different
from our own, as we pointed out, as our thirty pages of rules and chat Is al l condensed
down to just two sides of a ten by eight Summary Sheet.
Ma had made a delectable slap-up meal for us with home-made beer and wine to wash It

down. The latter made us al l quite merry and a festive air filled the house for the rest of

the day. Weaving gently back to the wargames table, we commenced a delightfully chaotic
shootout, that was notable for Steve (Abe Schultz) getting dril led atop the Depot and Don
f^eache^ making devilish cunning use of a drunk. Mike Blake In the guise of Seth Marker,
for once did well, despite muttered grumbles from Don about certain Sheriffs shooting
around cornersi Ian (Kid) Colwll l did sterling stuff as umpire and dogs-body, yelled at

®" •

THE DAY DOC NEARLY DIED mIILe,

by Mike Blake, Ian Colwl l l and Steve Curtis

Being an extract from the Annals of PIma County, New Mexico

Salt Flats had been just that until the railroad came through
PIma County and the Atchlson, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail-

road had made a rail head there. Like many other j
cattle towns. Salt Flats grew and attracted the ^■1/
less savoury elements of frontier l ife. One of ■ im 11^
these was Joslah WInthrop, a smal l store owner
from Boston who had made It big In the saloon/brofnel business.
His saloon was one of the first In Salt Flats and within three
years, he owned al l the saloons. But power had gone to his
head. He wanted control of the whole town and the respectability
which only the Mayor's off Ice would bring. However, Salt Flats
was a cattle town and the ranchers were the dominant force In the

area. So It was that Joslah WInthrop sent out several wires: one n
to Abe Schultz and his brothers Zac and Herman; another to a man 1/OC
they called the Preacher; and the last to a certain Dr. of Philosophy
known simply as "Doc". These five men had their price and Joslah
would pay It. They were all hired guns, bounty hunters and kil lers,
who rode rough shod over al l law for a few thousand dol lars. These
were the men Joslah WInthrop looked to In order to clear out and
break, once and for al l the rancher element. News of Joslah's
telegrams spread quickly as did the news that the men would al l
arrive on the same train (al l that Is, except the Preacher, who
distrusted trains and preferred to travel by pony). But which train
and when ?

The very next day, whilst the ranchers held a council of war with
Sheriff Seth Marker Inside the Jail , young Sam Flannlgan, the store
owner's son, burst Into the room panting that there were strangers

on the noon train and that Joslah was at the station to greet them. Sheriff Seth Marker
silently took his shotgun down from the rack and thumbed two shel ls Into the breech.
"What are we waiting for?" he threw over his shoulder as he headed for the door. The
cattlemen fanned out behind him as he walked round the block to the station. Meanwhile,
at the Station, the Preacher reined In his pony, as the "boys" stepped down from the train.



Josiah hurriedly explained that the ranchers were presentiy hoiding a meeting with the
Sheriff at the Jaii and wouid be soon on their way. To Abe's question "How many?"
Josiah repl ied, "Eight to ten". Abe smiied and turned to the other four men.

The ieaders of the two rivai forces shouted hasty orders to their men. Sheriff Marker told
Deputy Abe \A/atkins to take off down Main Street to cover the outiaws' right, whiist he
toid Justin Time (owner of the Manna's Heart mine and speciai deputy) to take his two
men to the Depot. Marker told the other groups that he, Ed \A/heat, Logan and Pearce
wouid move through the centre of town to heip in either direction as needed. Meanwhiie,
the desperadoes were outi ining simiiar plans. Abe (the oldest Schuitz) toid brothers Merman
and Zac to move into the ruin and cover the barn, yard and plaza; Doc and the Preacher to
go in back of the Epitaph Newspaper Office and the Golden Nugget, through the saloon and
cover Main Street; Abe and Josiah (the latter under protest, he maintained he just paid,
not fought: ) were to go onto and into the Depot respectively. (see map).

Back at the Jaii, the Sheriff had problems. One-Eyed Pat Logan and Mexican Johnny
Pearce were a couple of heavy drinking cowboys, and had a load on. They had mounted
up, drawn their sixguns and spurred their horses across the Piaza towards the Depot, despite
the shouts from the rest of the ranchers to hold on! Seeing the men moving off the Depot
platform and towards the ruin, they veered in their direction, whooping and giving out with
a Rebel yell. Merman kept on into the ruin, but Zac stopped by the corner of the ruin, drew,
and snapfired at Johnny Pearce, hit his horse, bringing rider and mount down in a heap in
the dust. Johnny suffered a serious leg wound in the fai l (and was laid out for five phases).
Zac swung towards Logan without hesitation whiist Logan was still reacting to the sudden
shot and the downfal l of his comrade (professional v novice). Zac's .45 Colt fired again,
taking Logan through his good eye. Me swung back off his horse, dead. The Sheriff's men
had been reduced from ten to eight in eight seconds! Cursing the foolhardy cowboys, Seth
Marker crouched behind the corner of the Butterfield Overland Express Office, breathing
hard from his dash across the Piaza. j

Where were the rest of the "boys" ten phases after the H
action had started? Merman Schuitz, peering through
a hole in the end wal l of the ruin, saw Red Gordon and
Tom Malowry running across the yard behind the barn,
ducking behind some bales. Justin Time from a corner V
of the barn, shotgun poised in a firing position, covered 4
their advance. Seeing a glimpse of Schuitz's face, jr il) 1
Time squeezed the trigger of one barrel, plastering / ̂ V f'lMthe wall with pellets but inflicting no wound on the / ' kf ̂  Mil ̂
gunman. Malowry and Gordon hastily adopted firing / v i y \
positions and blasted shots at the hole, both missing K ) \') ' #iV li
the shadowy and obscured figure. Merman fired )-( w
back at the nearest drover. Red Gordon, nicking ' " i
him in the left arm. Gordon dropped behind the J TBl
stone wal l for two phases. 1 1

Sheriff Marker, drawn by the firing, had meanwhiie W- ifl*
moved to the north-east corner of the Butterfieid Over-
land Office and spotted Zac Schuitz in the ruin. At the j ' ®
same moment, Zac saw him. Both levelled their weapons I ] ®
and fired. The owlhoot's shot lodged in the wal l beside Sft
lawman, whiist the buckshot from the Sheriff's shotgun ^
spread wide of the gunman's head, un-nerving him. Me hastily dropped to his knees
behind the ruined wal i , to stay down for four phases. On the west side of town, things
were stii i quiet as the two rivai forces moved into their chosen positions. Doc was upstairs
in the Epitaph building; the Preacher was upstairs in the Golden Nugget; Big Jedi Stuart
was upstairs in Fiannigan's; whiist Abe Watkins moved down Main and O'Fimn dashe
for the stairs of the Bank.

For the next couple of phases, Malowry continued to blaze away ineffectually at the Schultzs
in the ruin. Then Johnny Pearce started to get up. Abe Schuitz, on top of the Depot, drew
and shot poor old Johnny, knocking him down with a l ight head wound. But the Sheriff,
having watched Abe appear and now having him siliouetted against the sky in his black
suit, snapped a shot with the other barrel of his shotgun. The gunman sprawled back
across the roof with a serious body wound. Marker dropped the empty shotgun and drew
his Colt.: In the ruin, Zac Schuitz stood up with his back to the Piaza, to move away.
The Sheriff snapfired, Zac fel l also shot through the body. Seth Marker sighed, "At this
rate we might just make it". Then he saw Justin Time, who had moved from the corner
of the barn, now stood behind Ed Wheat in the barn, crash over, seriously wounded in the
side. Me had been hit by Doc, doing some fancy shooting from the Epitaph building.
"One to me", thought Doc with satisfaction. Wheat swung round, still knelt in back of
the wagon, to try to locate the firer.



Things were hotting up on Main Street too. The Preacher snapped off a
shot at Deputy \A/atkins just as he dodged into a doorway, and missed,

f  § Stuart started firing at al l the windows one by one in the first floor
I  ̂ of the Epitaph in an attempt to get Doc, who had already moved to the
I  ̂ door. O'Flinn was doing the same to the Golden Nugget, with the same
I  ̂ J lack of success. However, he did spot Doc coming down the Epitaph
I  r outside stairs, and shouted a warning through the broken window to

o  Deputy Watkins down in the street.

]u>jQ Meanwhile, in back of the barn. Red Gordon and Tom Malowry decided
to rush the ruin. Red got to the hole in the end wal l and fired in at
Herm Schultz but missed again. \/Vhilst Malowry ran on to the Depot.
Inside the Depot, Josiah Winthrop jumped down from the table he had
been standing on to watch through a window just in time not to see Tom's
dash. Josiah walked out the door to be greeted by a hail of lead ploughing
into the adobe wal l near him and Tom's body sprawled across his path.

Herman had shot Tom in the back as the latter crouched against the wall of the Depot, then
headed inside himself. Josiah paled visibly at his close brush with death.

Sheriff Harker, in response to a shouted warning from Ed lA/heat that someone (Doc) was
crossing the street from the Newspaper Office, turned and moved back behind the Butter-
field Overland building. Doc came down the al ley behind the Silver Dollar, and the two
men saw each other simultaneously. Both fired at the same instant. lA/hen the smoke

cleared, both lay flat in the dust, shot through the body. Doc stretched out to reach his
fallen pistol. The effort was too much and he passed out.

Deputy ̂ A/atkins, hoping to catch Doc from the rear, had run around the Silver Dollar, both
guns drawn. The Preacher had other plans for the lawman. He had come down the stairs
and grabbed an old drunk who was sitting at the bottom. Using the drunk as a shield, he
fired at the Deputy, hit him, and pushed the drunk forward across the street towards the
Silver Dollar. Upstairs in Flannigan's, Jed Stuart aimed at the figure in black behind
the drunk, and with a prayer, squeezed the trigger of the Winchester. The .44 bullet
crashed the Preacher back onto the sidewalk, seriously wounded. The drunk, obl ivious
of his narrow scrape with death, dropped his empty bottle with a muttered curse, and
headed back to the saloon from whence he camel

Herm Schultz, the only surviving gunman, slugged Winthrop for a fool , ran out through
the front of the Depot and leaped for the just departing end caboose steps. He missed,
fell, struck his jaw on the iron rail , and was out cold when the ranchers gathered him and
the rest of the gang together and threw them into the Jail. Salt Flats remained a ranchers'

town for a while longer. What a shakedown - the day Doc nearly died!

THE OUTLAWS .,\

THE PREACHER (Pro, sawed-off shotgun. Navy Colt) Don Featherstone i '
DOC (Pro, LeMat revolver) Don Featherstone '
ZAC SCHULTZ (Pro. Colt .45, Winchester carbine) Ken Mickham s -

HERMAN SCHULTZ (Av. 2 Colts, Winchester carbine) .. .. Ken Mickham

ABE SCHULTZ (Pro, Colt .45, Winchester carbine) .. .. Steve Curtis

JOSIAH WINTHROP (Novice, Colt .44) Steve Curtis_ Jl/f' ,

THE LAW AND RANCHERS -•

JUSTIN TIME (Pro. Remington .44, d/b shotgun) Tad Ladd /
TOM MALOWRY (Av. Winchester rifle) Ted Ladd ^
RED GORDON (Av. Colt .45, tomahawk) Ted Ladd
DEPUTY ABE WATKINS (Pro. 2 Colts) Ken Chapman
BIG JED STUART (Av. Colt, Winchester rifle) Ken Chapman
JAMES O'FLINN (Av. Colt, Bowie knife) Ken Chapman

SHERIFF SETH HARKER (Pro. Colt, d/b shotgun) Mike Blake

ED WHEAT (Av. Colt, Winchester rifle) Mike Blake

ONE-EYED PAT LOGAN (Novice, Colt) Mike Blake
MEXICAN JOHNNY PEARCE (Novice, Colt) Mike Blake

DRUNK Ian Colwlll



SANDERSON furniture
for ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
SAN 200 Settle

SAN 201 Table

SAN 202 Stool

SAN 203 Chair

SAN 204 Bench

PLUS V.A.T.

CAMEO additions
CA2 Reischmarschall Goering CAS Beni

CAS General Douglas MacArthur CAS Baro

CA4 General Dwight Eisenhower

Price 86p plus V.A.T.

CAS Benit

CAB Baro

o Mussolini

n Manfred Von
Richthofen

GARRISON 25mm releases
ANCIENT

C0 Mercenary Cretan Archer

C9 Numldian Javelin Man

CC4 Numidian Cavalry, JaveKn
Man

REC1 Roman Cavalry Office'

SEVEN YEARS' WAR

7F1 French Infantry Officer

7F2 French Infantry Drummer

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

EW3 Puritan Officer

EW4 Pikeman in Reserve

MEDIEVAL

ME2 Knight on Foot, openME2 Knight on Foot, open

RE4 Cornicer

PECS Persian Cavalryman
armoured with spear &
shield

7F3 French Fusilier on Guard

EW11 Standard Bearer on Foot

EWC6 Ironside Trooper

MEC1 Knight, Crested Helm and
Basinet with sword Lance

ME6 Man at Arms on Foot
with Short Spear

Price 62Jp Foot, 16p Mounted plus V.A.T.

Inquiries: 61 WESTBURY STREET, THORNABY ON TEES,
TEESSIDE

GREENWOOD
(^"BALL LTD
ACTION PACKED

L.2056 Knight on Foot with

'-■2057 Knight on Foot,^ wear-

I 1^ A L.2058 Knight on Foot with

CRECY PERIOD
L.2059 Knight on Foot, with

Basinet, open visor

All above figures are available In casual standing poses.
Those marked A or B can also be obtained in positions iltus-

trated 'A' standing fighting; 'B' kneeling fighting.
PRICE £1.10 plus V.A.T.

Registered Office: 2 IMPERIAL DRIVE, NORTH HARROW,
MIDDX

NEW HEROIC 1/300 SCALE NAPOLEONICS
MFN1 - French Line Infantry
MFN2 - French Guard Lancers
MFN3 - French Artillery
MFN4 - French Voltigeurs
MBN1 - British Line infantry
MBN2 - British Dragoons
MBN3 - British Artillery
MBN4 - British Riflemen

50p per packet

NEW 1/1200 SCALE SHIPS FROM FLEETLINE
German 'E' Boat (2 per packet) 40p
British Tank Landing Craft 36p
Packet of Shermans for above 15p
H.M.S. Anchorite - 'A' Class Sub 25p
H.M.S. Amethyst - Frigate 56p
H.M.S. Dreadnought - Nuclear Sub 30p

NEW MICRO TANKS

Russian T54 (Rotating Turret) 13p
French AMX 30 (Rotating Turret) 13p
Sd. Kfz. 250 8p

NEW RULES . . . for use with our New Range of Spaceships
GALACTIC WARFARE by Dave Rotor 50p

For complete details of ail our products send 5p in stamps -
our new catalogue has just arrived

WARGAMES RULES
LAND BATTLES
1000BC to AD1000 (W.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decaiset)
1500-1660 Warfare (Birmingham)
19th Century Rules (S.L.W.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
American Civil War (L.W.S.)
World War 11 - Part i Armour (Bristol)
Modern and World War 11 (L.W.S.)
Armour/infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare Ground Forces W.W.ii
Microtank Warfare - W.W.ii (Leicester) ..

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War ironclads (Navwar) .
World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War 11 Naval (Leicester)

(Skytrex)

U.S. Customers please note our New U.S. Agents are:-
MINIATURE FIGURINES - U.S.A., Inc.

4311 Lemon Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75080, U.S.A.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME
Postage and Package: 10% up to £3, min. 5p. Over £3 free.

Overseas Rates: 30% Surface Mail, 60% Air Mall.

SeUTREX
Dept. MM12, 28 CHURCH ST., WYMESWOLD

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE



COUNSELS OF WAR.
NAPOLEONIC MYTH?

Bob O'Brien

Head with great interest the Editorial in the November
issue, regarding the abortive Napoleonic wargame. It seems
that this particular period of warfare arouses great passions
amongst wargamers, has given rise to more sets of rules than
all other periods put together, and has generally been ele
vated to the xindeserved position of something special in war
fare.

i ■ Cl '^1

I just can't see it - one hears people talking of "re- ,, K
capturing the special atmosphere of a Napoleonic battle". What ■
is special about any Napoleonic battle compared with any other Q
of the battles where the three arms were the muzzle loading ''■ w
musket, the (reasonably) mobile smooth bore cannon, and 'r .
varieties of cavalry? Yes, a number of Napoleonic battles in- ~ i'
volved greater numbers of men, were messier, and ended up in j-y
consequently greater confusion than usual. So this is special?^'-' " ^
There seemed to have been no great advances in tactics - given the types of weapons used, and the system of
communication, one would hardly expect any. The use of columns was not new - I seem to hear that the Swiss
in 15th century used columns screened and covered by skirmishing light troops. Maurice de Saxe had advo
cated specially equipped and trained light troops acting in much the same way as the Rifle Brigade, while
experiments and actual use of really mobile artillery had been taking place over the last half of the 18th
century, and it had always been realised that effective use of artillery depended on concentration, and
generals had been getting closer to this over the years. Let us try and think of Napoleonic battles as
logical developments only of what had gone before, not some inspired "different" way of fighting. The idea
of the levee en masse, the Nation in Arms, while strange to 18th century ideas based on professional armies,
dates at least back to the old Germanic nations - one of the reasons why the Saxons eventually prevailed was
because every able-bodied man was a fighting man.

The Grand Strategy of the Napoleonic period was something different - in this, and the cross currents
of high politics, the conflicting aspirations and designs of the nations involved - here is change and in
spiration enough, and I often have wondered why no one, as far as I know, has set up the whole Napoleonic
thing on this scale - this would be far more challenging and interesting than trying to reproduce particular
battles.

One other aspect of current Napoleonic wargaming is the undue emphasis different people seem to place
on different types, or even on one unit. They seem so obsessed with the particular performance on one or
two occasions that they attempt to build into their rules these "special" attributes which they seem to
think apply all the time to that unit or type. This even goes as far as setting up a "reconstruction" of a
battle with attempts to arrange for this, that or the other unit to perform the particular great deed that
it did on that particular occasion. This way, you do not get a wargame, you get a staged presentation of
the battle, educational and all that, but definitely not a game as I understand it. No man gets up in the
morning saying "today I will be a hero." Any rules should allow for the one in hundred happening, but not
to order. National characteristics? by all means, a certain steadiness in the British, compounded of strict
discipline and (generally) professional training; elan in the French; hard discipline and innate stubborness
in the Russian; but none of these factors would be of any avail if not used intelligently by the Commander.
Just look up the campaigns where British troops were not commanded by Wellington, or those in which French
did not have Napoleon, either absent or off colour.

No, please gentlemen, let us have a return to sanity in Napoleonic wargaming - less of this partisan
stuff, and heroics to order, and let us recognise that warfare in this period was not something special.

Having lost several friends already, I will now go on to attack another, but detailed part of many rules
used in Horse-and-Musket wargaming. I refer to the use of the obnoxious and unnecessary "range stick" or
whatever it is called, religiously divided up into different length coloured sections, and intended, we are
told, to represent the path of a solid shot - what on earth are we trying to do? Work out where each shot
goes? Whatever for? Is it based on the assumption that all solid shot "bounce" on their path? This is far
from true - given certain conditions one will get some ricochet effect, but this will depend on the relative
slope, the type of ground, whether it is wet or dry, and a variety of other factors. One hears accounts of
shot bouncing - is this because it was a common occurrence, or are these things mentioned because they were
exceptional? In any case, we are surely not trying to trace the path of each round - this is an example of
spurious accuracy which one could well do without. Why not regard the fire from a battery (say) as covering
a beaten zone, based on a point of aim, and making allowance for spread of fire over a certain area - one
would then quickly see the uselessness of aiming at skirmishers for example, and would quickly relay on to
more profitable targets. Then dice, or remove casualties by table, according to the concentration of troops
in the beaten zone. Note that the beaten zone will tend to be longer if point of aim is on a slope away
from the firers, and shorter if the fire is directed up slope. If the ground is soggy, it will also be
shorter, as shot will tend to plough into the earth. Also shorter if guns are firing steeply down hill, as
angle of impact will tend to reduce tendency to boxince on. Same thing applies to grape or oannister, but to
a much lesser degree. Incidentally, scrapping of the barbers poles will do away with much argtiment over the
table as players try to angle the damn' thing to cover as many enemy gargets as possible so as to ensure that

CONTINHED ON PAGE I6



LESSONS OF THS YOM KIPPTTR WAR 1*;

Phil Barker

The outbreak of fighting not only coincided with the 1973
National Convention at Leicester, but with the finishing
touches to Research Groups 1950-75 rules, which will be on
sale by the time this appears in print.

As you can imagine, I breathlessly scanned everything jp-r~
that appeared in print, terrified in case something new was
revealed that we had not bargained for. There were in fact no
new weapons involved of which nothing had previously appeared
in print, although several had apparently previously escaped
the notice of defence correspondents of national newspapers.

The main features that seem to have attracted notice were
the very heavy Israeli aircraft and tank losses in the early
stages, which are already producing the usual "the tank/fighter
is finished" conclusions from those who have not examined the
situation closely.

Taking these one at a time, let us look at the air situation. Nothing fresh emerged from air-to-air
combat, except that this time the Israeli's made much more use of air-to-air guided missiles than in 1967,
'when the only type they had available was the inefficient French Matra. The big difference came in ground-
attack, the Egyptians having now backed their already efficient flak guns with a fully integrated missile
defence scheme.

Large missiles included the older SA.l and 2, vulnerable to American electronic counter measures
developed in Viet Nam, and easily out-manoeuvred by fighter pilots at low altitude. However, they also
included the SA.6, which had not been deployed in Viet Nam. None of the counter measured pods available
were capable of interfering with all the wave bands on which this missile could operate, and it initially
caused very high losses. These losses would have been greatly reduced if the Israelis had not used the now
out-dated American shallow dive attack tactics necessary to release rockets and bombs. Current R.A.F.
practise is to fly very low the whole time, without the climb to 200 or 500 feet necessary for dive attacks,
and to use cluster bombs releasing a large number of armour piercing and anti-personnel bomblets. This
;reatly reduces the effectiveness of missiles and to a lesser extent that of guns, which are given less
time to acquire their targets.

In addition, the Egyptians also used large numbers of the small man-carried infra-red homing A.A.
missile known as "Strela", roughly similar to the American "Redeye". This scored many hits on Israeli
ground attack aircraft, usually in the jet pipe, but because of its light warhead, many aircraft made it
back to base after being hit. Like "Redeye", "Strela" can only be fired at an aircraft which has already
passed, being inferior in this respect to the British "Blowpipe". Several "Strela" were often oarried by
an infantry company, and another method was to have up to 8 mounted on a BRDM armoured car, fired in salvos
of 4 or 8.

However, the biggest killer of all was the ZSU 23-4, a FT.76 light tank chassis mounting 4 23mm auto
matic guns directed by a radar which was very difficult to jam. The Israeli Skyhawks in particular turned
out to be very vulnerable to 23mm shells. The ZSU 57-2 with twin 57nim guns seems to have been less effec
tive.

Towards the end of the war, the Americans discovered that the Danish navy had ordered an American
equipment modified to cover the wave bands on which SA.6 had been operating, and flew a few in to Israel.
We do not yet know if these were used or if they proved effective. The main Israeli counter to SA.6 was to
attack the sites with large numbers of aircraft, swamping the defence. They found that the missile could
not be fired at an aircraft diving vertically on it, though this of course did not stop the guns surround
ing the site from firing. Aircraft losses were heavy, but the sites were slowly eliminated, reducing
losses very markedly at the end.

Little use was made by either side of missile equipped helicopters to attack tanks. The terrain does
not in fact favour them, there being too little cover for the helicopter to hide behind, making it vulner
able to return fire.

On the ground, the Egyptians had applied the lesson of the I967 War that their T.54 was hopelessly
outclassed in tank versus tank actions by Centurion, and to a lesser extent by the lighter armoured M.48.
They therefore depended heavily on "Sagger" anti-tank wire-guided missiles, which are usually deployed in
multiple moTintings on the BRDM armoured car. They can also be moxmted on the GAZ Jeep or off-loaded to be
fired from the ground. They proved to be far more effective than would normally be expected, probably due
to poor Israeli tactics, of which more later. Many of the tank kills attributed to missiles may in fact
have been caused by the RPG.7 unguided rocket carried by several members of each infantry section.

To lose large numbers of tanks to short-range rockets is a sign of poor tank/infantry co-operation,
and the same applies to a lesser extent to wire-guided missiles when these are either fired or controlled
from the ground, as a bullet passing over the operator and making him flinch is quite enough to dive the
missile harmlessly into the ground.



other counters to anti-tank missiles such as "Sagger", which is ineffective at less than 5OO metres,
are to flood areas with smoke, or artillery HE. Salvo rockets with cluster warheads are even more effec
tive.

An analysis of Israeli tank actions in the 19^7 War shows that even then co-operation with their
infantry and artillery was often lacking. Tank battalions and companies raced about firing like mad,
v/hile the armoured infantry battalion of their brigade was detached and sent elsewhere. Artillery
observers were carried in half-tracks, and either stayed with the infantry, or were picked off in situa
tions where the tanks could survive. Some enemy positions had to be captured three times over for lack
of infantry to mop them up, and even a tank battalion told off to give close support to an infantry
brigade managed to race ahead and lose them!

There were of course compensations. The confusion created by the Israelis actions was even worse for
the enemy, and the sheer speed with which they moved usually enabled them to escape the consequences of
their mistakes. This did not apply in 1975, where the early battles were a series of dog fights, with
only limited possibilities for manoeuvre. The implication must be that the Israeli's did not make a big
enough effort to eliminate the defects shown in 1967* It is also obvious that by way of contrast the
Egyptians did do a lot of thinking, and also enormously improved their training and morale. It takes very
steady infantry to use close-range anti-tank rockets effectively.

The big innovation in the tank field was the limited introduction of the T.62. This tank has a
smooth-bore gun firing fin-stabilised tungsten carbide arrow projectiles. Because its smooth barrel gives
a higher velocity, and its shot is longer for its calibre, and hence heavier, than ordinary sabot, this
would be expected to have better penetration at short range. However, fin-stabilisation produces greater
dispersion than spin-stabilisation, so that the effective range is limited by the drop-off in accuracy.
All I have managed to learn so far is that the arrow projectile does in fact exist, and that a Centurion
survived a hit from one, which is somewhat surprising imless the hit was at very long range or a fluke
angle.

Incidently, the Israeli custom of fighting with the commander's head out of the hatch does give a
certain effectiveness to the T.54's primitive APHE that it would otherwise lack, the bursting charge often
putting a splinter through him when no penetration has been made.

I have seen no comments as yet on Egyptian tank tactics. Units occasionally manoeuvred in action in
1967, and the Israeli's do it superbly well. Syrian tank tactics were apparently abysmal on the evidence
of Jordanian armoured officers, limited to a massed forward trundle.

Other sidelights were the use by the Syrians of Prog heavy unguided rockets to bombard Israeli troop
positions and villages, and the coastal battles between missile armed light craft. The Prog proved in
effective, lacking both a cluster warhead, and suitable vantage points for fire control, the Israelis re
capturing the Golan Heights too soon. At sea, the Israelis had things all their own way, although their
missiles were out-ranged by the enemies Styx. Apparently the latter is so slow flying that the Israeli
boats could close the range, fire and sink their opponents before the missile arrived.

RUSSIAN/GERMAN CAMPAIGH

Donald Wolff

During the Russian campaign '4I to '45 (after which the Germans are going the opposite direction) the
Germans attempted to halt traffic by various means on the rail line linking the Arctic ports with the
front line Russian formations. One organisation was the "Special Missions and Sabotage Company".

Co, HQ

1st Pit 2nd Pit-

Pit HQ

5rd Pit Supply Tm

(2)

1st Sqd 2nd Sqd

Co HQ - 1 Company CO, 1 1st Sgt, 2 Messengers, 1 Medical NCO, 4 RTO's, 1 Finnish Guide and Dog.

Pit HQ - 1 Platoon Leader, 1 HQ Sgd Leader, 2 Messengers, 1 Litter bearer, 2 RTO's, 1 Finnish Guide
and dog.

1st Sqd - 1 Squadron Leader, 1 Finnish Guide, 5 Machine-gunners, 3 Engineers, 1 Sniper, 1 Rifle-
grenade man, 2 Riflemen.

2nd Sqd - 1 Squadron Leader, 1 Finnish Guide, 5 Engineers, 1 Sniper, 1 Rifle-grenade man, 5 riflemen.

Supply Tm - 1 Tm Leader, 2 men.

For the other side, some hard information. A Russian platoon on outpost line will be composed of 6
or 7 squads with each squadron having 1 sniper and 2 machine-gunners within its ranks.



I HAVE BEEN T0..«.

OVERLOON WAR MUSEUM

Sergeant Harbottle

The museum is situated on the
actual battlefield just to the south of
Overloon village. The battle of Over-
loon followed Operation Market Garden,
from September 25th to October l6th
1944.

Cleverly concealed amongst the
are Sherman, Cromwell, Panther,

Churchill, Sherman

were by

mines, and shell holes are clearly
marked. The more interesting exhibits
are a Valentine bridge-layer, damaged ^|HHHHSSRB2wilii>ik£er.->l
Nebelwerfer with a rocket in situ look- _ m,_ j • • ■ i j
ing like a peeled banana, one-man subs, and a reGonstruction of a German minefield. The divisional a a
tactical marking are still visible as none of the items have been repainted (hence rust is very prominent
on some) but left as they were found.

In the museum building is a room containing a vast selection of small arms of all shapes and sizes,
anti-tank and anti-personnel mines, the original H.Q. signs of various units, mortars and HhG s, items of
clothing and equipment, Panzerfaust and anti-tank rifles and grenades, as well as photographs of Allied
operations in Holland. The rest of the building is laid out as a documentary of World War II. It starts
with the rise of Nazism in the mid '30's and describes the war (from the Dutch viewpoint) with the aid of
photographs, maps, posters, old newspapers and other documents. The invasion of the Netherlands is treated
as a day by day account with maps showing the location of all forces. The liberation is treated in ™u.ch
the same manner with special priority given to Overloon itself and Arnhem. A H.O. scale model shows the
village at the height of the battle using Airfix figures and vehicles. Between these two main events there
are articles on the occupation, Dutch resistance, the Jews and the 'hunger winter .

Leaving the museum you pass through a small chapel which is simplicity itself. About half mile away is
the actual cemetery where all the Allied dead were buried.

Overloon is 6 Km north of Venray, which is roughly halfway from Venlo to Nijmegen. This area is rich
in names that ex-members of the 2nd British Army will remember - Nijmegen, Arnhem, Kleve, Goch, the Heichs-
wold Forest, to state just a few; and War Cemeteries are dotted on both sides of the frontier - all well
worth a visit.

D-Day museum to open
By Kenneth Pearson

BRITAIN".^ first.D-Day Museum
IS to l)f opened in Portsmouth
on .I line 6 ne.xt year, the thirtieth
anniversary of the day the
;ireat('sl-ever armada sailed across
the Channel to free Europe from
Hitler.

The museum will bo housed in
l''ort Widley, on the hills behind
Portsmouth, one of a series of
•  lollies" that Lord Palmerston
ordered to be built against a
possible invasion in the days when
France was the potential enemy.

Fort Widley is a fitting choice
for a D-Day museum. In the last
war it was not merely the site of
an anti-aircraft battery: junior
staff officers met there to plan
details of the D-Day landings,
Montgomery briefed some of his
officers there, and later, German
prisoners of war were held there.

From the battlements of Fort
Widley can be seen the harbours
which in June 1944 were packed
with the ships that were to carry
150,000 men to France. At the
foot of the hill stands Christ
Church, where General Dempsey,
commander of the Second Army,
and his staff spent a long vigil
two days before the attack. And
three miles to the north-west is

Southwick House, the Supreme
Allied Mcadguartcrs.

It is said that when Mont
gomery and Ei.senhowcr. plan
ning for D-Day, wanted to air
their differences in private, they
walked the rooftops of Fort
Widley with doors locked firmly
behind them.
The Portsmouth Corporation

has just voted £17.500 for a suite
of six rooms in the fort to be
prepared for the permanent ex
hibition. The D-Day project wilt
be put together by Kenneth Bar
ton, director of Portsmouth
museums. " I failed to get a
similar project launched on the
25th anniversary," he says. *' but
now there seems to be a new
generation which wants to know
what it is all about."
The museum will cover the

post-Dunkirk period, the German
occupation of France, the Ger
man's anti-invasion measures, the
Allied personalities, the prepara
tion for D-Day. and the Great
Attack.
Mr Barton cxpect.s to be using

a great deal of film on the land
ings themselves. In his .search for
D-Day material, he ha.s already
appealed to museums. He is al.so
appealing elsewhere for a little

. more money.

m Southwick House
(Allied HQ) [f

\ Fort Widley fchrist Church
D Day mus^m Might time Army vigil.

Portsniouth
Harbour

Gosptrtt
I PortsfTiouth

Southsea

!\ Ca.dgstone. Haylmg
'  Wrbour I'sland

■  ̂ 1

landings^,
i  V j

AArromaricliesl

In a setting of D-Day, a fort will become a museum

Texas plans
$3 miiiion
war museum
GRAND PRAIRIK, Tex.

(AP) — A,$.3-milUon war mu
seum will be built here.

Mike Giles, president and
general manager of the War
Museum of History. Inc.. said
the museum is "not meant to
promote war or the suffering
it causes, but to provide an
authentic, realistic vision of
the wars as they were."

The museum will have a
moat containing such naval
vessels as a light destroyer,
FT boat, submarine and small
landing craft, he said.

Displays in the museum will
include reproductions of the
marine raising the flag on
Mount Suribachi on Iwo .lima
and a scene from the Norman
dy invasion.



GUEST of the MONTH ^
Neil Cogswell (gentleman)

Oi! Ref!

The December Editorial strikes a chord with me. The most

enjoyable wargames in which I have participated have been those ?
where I have played either in total ignorance of the rules or

the role

Blissful ignorance of rules means that the player must
concentrate on tactics. Of course, he must still roll his set ^
of dice when so commanded by the umpire - for I am certain that
dice are as enjoyable a component of the game for many of us
the figures themselves. For an umpire to work he must have the
confidence of the players and the players must accept that his
decision is final. Now for such a group of fanatical experts
like wargamers that is hard. In wargaming we have gentlemen
and players - the gentleman will be delighted to be relieved of the tedium of the rule book, but how can the
player play without knowing the rules? If we are to have a revolution in competitive wargaming'without
alienating the player we must have due regard for his reservations.

The player must accept that he has just been appointed to his command so that he cannot know all the
details that influence his army:

that new delivery of gunpowder - is it up to standard or slow burning and caulking the guns?

that pansy commander of second brigade - has he the makings of a brilliant cavalry leader or is he
just running away from his debts at home and out to pillage the baggage?

did the forge keep up on that forced march or is your crack ca 'airy regiment fighting on horses
with split hoofs?

and that battalion of fusiliers that got amongst the chateau bottled - are they fighting mad or
suffering a hangover?

and a thousand more.

These are the factors which are reflected in the detailed dice throw, and, in his new appointment the
player cannot know these details which will influence the performance of his army, he must rely on his
general knowledge and learning the \impires rules as the battle progresses - he will not be the first general
to be surprised by the behaviour of his own troops. It may be, though, that the players disagreement with
the umpire is of a more fundamental nature. For example cavalry charge speed may seem unacceptably slow com
pared to artillery rate of fire. In this case the player must accept that his distant reconnaisance of that
smooth open plain must be reconsidered in terms of heavily ploughed rough pasture. Let the player recall
that his opponent is in eq.ual ignorance of the details of the rules and that both may learn from their own
and each others misfortunes. Logically then the player will learn the rules by feeling out his opponent in
the opening reconnaisance and preliminary bombardment so universally neglected by all.

The gentleman may appear to be in his element but let him beware. The player, in compiling his own
thirty page rule book, has read wide and deep in tactics and the gentleman will ignore this background study
at his peril. Also the fastidious player will have his uniform detail to perfection and his deployment to
the most precise detail - surely the umpire will be awarding bonus morale for the (juality of the army and its
discipline! (Don't you resent the combatant who tips out a pile of unpainted, plastic, A.C.W. Confederates
which he announces as the Old Guard?).

And so to the umpire. A thankless task? No! Many of us actually prefer solo battles and that is what
this is all about except that there are two extra pairs of hands to move the armies and no need to concoct
decision making rules. The umpire will devise his rules to give himself satisfaction! this satisfaction will
entail a swift moving game reflecting the spirit of the period - he will perforce produce the spectator game.
The umpire must not di'vulge his rules and so cannot be questioned, but, let him recall that his turn to play
will come. To some the role of referee may seem unrewarding but promotion from Field-Marshal to God does
have its attractions - God never loses!

FTJHTHER THOUGHTS ON NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY - Continued from Page 17

and knew that man for man they were not superior to better trained regular troops. Their ace in the hole
was surprise, which they full exploited, quickly withdrawing to safety before the enemy overcame its initial
shock. A cardinal rule is, therefore, that Cossacks will ALWAYS withdraw after the first round of melee.
If their morale is sufficient they may charge again, but this may lay them open to fire from troops on the
flanks of their disordered target.



BRIMGIHS THE TROOPS TO THE FRONT 30I4£:V/Hj;RE III Il-Ig 1848 A FRENCH CRIMt-lAN WAR BATTERY

MODBL GENERAL'S CLUB (Gun by Scruby, 20mra Pij^ures by Garbozo)

PRANCO-PHUGSIAN WAR 1870 - MOSBL iHHHRAL'S CLUB OF .WBRICA

"'V" A:"

Scene from ttie Franco-

Prussian War.

Will the French bold
the bridges at Sedan? This
melee will tell!! (Town
to the rear is Prussian H
H.ti. at Balan). (East).

Figures are all 20mm
Alymer and Scruby,

(Battle

nre Alymer or Scruby 20mm
(G.deGre collection

Close-up of the great melee at the of over 5000 20mm
Sedan Bridge (Franco-Prussian War) mostly Alymer with
at the crossing of the R. Meuse. some Scruby. Build

ings by Faller).

gommander
Ontario, has these photos yill Corps to the right

the Battle Sedan (Franco- (rear), ^he Infantry are
Prussian War) that the Model mainly

months The

three times, but the French under
the redoubtable Guy Bucornet managed to
defeat the Prussians by swinging Douay's Corps , r. ttttt o+ owonnv This
from Floine eastward and with the aid of Ducrot's Corps destroyed the Prussian VIII Corps at Given^.
turned the flank of the Prussian IV, which was hit simultaneously by Le BruB Corps de Garde. The Emperor
saw it all from Bazeilles!!

The photos are from an earlier battle lost by Louis Napoleon in spite of the gallant stand by General
Wimpffen's Corps at the bridges - which the photos commemorate! On the next move the Prussians were across
the bridges of the Meuse and deep into Sedan!!



BO YOIT LIKE IICE?

Ian Graham

Because I am usually unlucky with dice and consequently do not like them I have been examining the
usual dice systems and searching for alternatives.

Bice are used to measure the results of missile and shock action. I suggest that these functions can
best be fulfilled by a 'percentage-card' system. Briefly the mechanics of the system are:

(i) Form a deck of 100 cards numbered 1 to 100.
(ii) Assign a probability, say 60^, to the event in question.
(iii) Draw a card from the pack.
(iv) If this card lies in the range 1 to 60, the event has occurred.

Missile Action:

I propose to state the basic principles which, I feel, any system of reproducing musket-fire should
follow and to examine the systems in the light of these criteria. These principles are:-

1. The expected result, i.e. the average result, should occur more frequently than any other result.
2. Extreme results should occur very infrequently.
3. Inhere opposing units of equal strength fire upon each other they should, in general, achieve the

same average results.

4. The variation between good and bad results should be small.

Under the basic dice system a dice is thrown for every 6 riflemen and the number exposed represents the
number of casualties inflicted. In this system the average number of hits is 3j. The chance of an average
result (3, 4) = ii chance of a 'good/bad' result (2, 5) = zi chance of an extreme result (l, 6) = ■§■. The
The chance that opposing units of 6 men enjoy identical success = 1/6; for opposing units of 12 men the
chance of identical results = 11/'.

The dice system can be modified but unless one adopts a complicated multiple dice system it suffers
from inflexibility.

Before dealing with the percentage-card system I should explain that my rules relate to the Napoleonic
j.sri.od and that in my organisation the smallest line infantry unit is the company of 5 men.

For this period, I suggest that a suitable average result at effective range is 2 hits per 5 muskets.
To reproduce this expected value we could adopt the probabilities: 2 hits, 90vj; 3 hits, 5^:!; 1 hit, S/i. I
prefer, however, to keep casualties low and actually use: 2 hits, 90/; 1 hit, 5/'; 0 hits, 5/. A card is
drawn from the numbered deck and if the card falls in the range 1 to 90, 2 hits are scored; range 91 to 95,
1 hit; 96 to 100, no hits. For a volley by a regiment (30 muskets) only one card would be drawn and the
corresponding results would be: range 1 to 90, 12 hits; 9I to 95, 11 hits; 96 to 100, 10 hits.

The following table contrasts the position for percentage-cards, basic dice, and a modified dice system.
In the modified system: 1, 2, 3» 4 represent 2 hits; 5 represents 1 hit; 6 represents 0 hits.

SYSTEM= asio Dice Modified Dice Percentage Card

COMPANY=

i'robability of: Average Result
'Bad/good' result
Extreme Result
Opposing companies gain same result

^  It II It It 11

67/
iiio
17^
50/

27/ (or 50/)

In the last case considered two companies are engaged on each side. The alternative probabilities under
the modified system arise because either a separate dice may be thrown for each company or one dice for each
two allied companies.

The various systems give similar results when applied to cannon fire; no new principle is involved.

Shock Action:

There is some support for the view that morale has its greatest effect in hand-to-hand combat. I must
confess, however, that the military history I have read favours the conclusion that battles and melees are
won by the side which brings the most troops into action.

The system of comparing the (number involved times the dice score) for the opposing units is simple but
leads to too many freak results. Recently, under this system, 5 intrepid foot-soldiers, despite being sur
prised, withstood a charge by a full brigade, 25 men, of cavalry.

In my rules, melee values are calculated as the sum of the number engaged, morale, formation, and lack



of fatigue. Melee values are translated into probabilities on the following scale:

Melee value A f Melee value B. Probability A defeats B.

Over 1 to 1.25 55/"
1.25 1.5 TO^
1.5 1.75
1.75 2. 85^»

Over 2 98/o

Suppose unit X, melee value 60, encounters unit Y, melee value 45. 60 i 45 = 1-^^ which falls between
1.25 and 1.5. The probability X defeats Y is fOf: If the percentage card drawn lies in the range 1 to 70,
X defeats Y. If it falls between 71 and 100, Y defeats X.

On the dice system, number times score, the corresponding probabilities would probably be: X defeats
Y, 64^0; Y defeats X, 35^"i tie, 5^.

Conclusion;

It is some time since I studied probability and I hope that the foregoing figures are not incorrect.
The actual levels of probability, however, are peculiar to the period of warfare and do not affect the
syst-em. The main advantage' of the percentage system is greater flexibility with comparable simplicity. I
hope that it may appeal to wargamers who welcome an element of luck in their games but feel that good
strategy and tactics should not be denied their reward.

THE BUSY LIFE OF A STUDEHT/WARgAMER

Alan Smith

Over Christmas I read one of Phil Barker's books and back in Newcastle bought a copy of their Ancient
rules and joined Slingshot. Then suggested we all go out and buy a few figures and have an Ancient game.
So far we have had 17 games in that period and each side now deploys armies of 5,000-10,000 points either
on one big table or on interconnecting battlefields. Result - we have had a great time. This year we have
done the German retreat after Kerch in a campaign which took all term, fought a straight Naval battle last
ing 8 hours at the end of which I had one hulk and a 75^ whole ship, the enemy fl.tt had all sunk. The
fact I had lost 3 battleships, 6 cruisers, 5 destroyers is totally irrelevant. Defended Berlin against the
Russians last month and changed the course of history. We have had several games of Decline and Pall. I
did not realise how untrustworthy friends could be - still I have won them all so far but they are getting
too clever.

Napoleonics have gone quite well - only trouble in using my rules I have to umpire (l have been told
that the new Parnborough Club uses mine along with, dare I say it, the 1750-1850 rules). We will shortly
be getting in touch with other Clubs and see if something comes up but we are all such an argumentative
lot and the post-mortem sometimes go way into the small hours that I don't think it would be fair on any
poor outsiders.

We had an interesting Ancient game last week where our left flank collapsed and was chased off the
board; at the same time our right flank gave the same treatment to the enemy. So the game was declared a
draw due to night falling and the delights of the opponents camp being more attractive than trying to de
fend our own. I played a novice at our Mediaeval tournament game a while back and got brained with a mace
for my trouble. We had some interesting Western Gunfights (Bristol rules) in one of which I was surround
ed by a mob of law abiding citizens - they insisted on trying to blow me out with dynamite and lost more
men that way, then when they eventually rushed the shack I got out in the confusion (through the front
door - someone forgot to guard it properly) but my gang was either killed or captured for a swinging party.

Anyway that is a brief resume of what we have been up to and after the exams? Between clanking armour,
rattle of musketry and the firing of machine guns I don't think I will be able to hear myself think - still,
makes a change from physics.

COUNSELS OF WAR - Hanoleonic Myth by Bob O'Brien (Ccntinued from na^e 9).

there is somebody under every colour! One can assume the gunners can see all possible recipients of the
round? Not on your Nelly! That might be a gunner's dream, but hardly ever realised.

Can I think of anything else? Yes, if provoked, as one never fires all shots in the locker at once -
but have a think, all you Napoleonic types, and see if you have become bemused with the glamour and heroic
tales - and then have another think!



FURTHEH THOUGHTS ON NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

M.J.Perkins

I should like to conunent and expand on Bruce Quarrie's 'i||||L
interesting article in the November Newsletter.

Lancers! The lance is a weapon often much overrated by
wargamers. It was an unwieldy weapon, the effect of which was mA ~***^^31
more moral than physical. The average infantryman was loathe M
to get involved with lancers and an unsteady unit was likely ''iuK Jr JKs9r
to take off to the nearest woods at the sight of them! Cavalry,
however, are a different matter. Normally, lancers would >
throw away their lances and draw sabres before contact with Tji, -BB: -
cavalry. Rules should not normally provide a bonus to lancers 3
attacking other cavalry, therefore. JmW 4 M

The exception is p-,;rHaj.t of routed troops. In normal com-
bat a weapon must be both defensive and offensive, which is f B
why the lance was thrown down, after the first impact with J^K. ^
infantry (the second line was not armed with lances for this
reason) and before contact with cavalry. Where the enemy's sole intention is to flee the field, however,
the only use is offensive. Here the lance comes into its own. Lancers should be given a bonus whilst
pursuing both routed infantry and cavalry. Also, this should be a continuing bonus, since a trooper will
not throw down his lance whilst, slaughtering an enemy who doesn't fight back!

If you like complicated rules, a good one is that lancers who do not reform at the point where the
melee occurred, fail to recover their lances and count as normal light cavalry for the rest of the game.

Withdrawing from melees; Once committed to a melee, cavalry are difficult to extricate, since all
cohesion is quickly lost and consequently control becomes difficult. I feel it is a fair rule that cavalr
cannot be withdrawn from a melee with other cavalry, but must continue to a conclusion i.e. rout of one
side or a draw where both sides fall back in disorder. There is one exception to this rule, noted under
Jossaoks, below.

Further, if their charge was successful, cavalry were apt to get carried away on a wave of glory
(particularly British cavalry!) and charge on. A good rule, therefore, is that if cavalry rout an enemy,
they must be tested to see whether they charge on to the next enemy unit, or obey orders. Any reasonable
method will do and if your rules take account of national ohavacteristics, apply a penalty to British

units (which will probably hurt Anglophiles). Following such a second charge move, a unit becomes exhaust
ed and reduces to half distance for the next two moves, which leaves it vulnerable to counter attack and
artillery fire. The use of this rule makes you careful not to commit your cavalry unless you see a dis
tinct advantage to be gained, which isn't a bad thing.

Cossacks; These have disadvantages as well as advantages, and if you treat Cossacks specially in your
rules, you must take account of these.

Their advantages are speed - they were generally small men, very lightly equipped, and manoeuvrability
- they can charge at any time and in any direction, without penalty for changing direction. Since they
moved in "organised mob", a change of direction merely entailed each man wheeling his horse on the spot and
proceeding in the new direction. This also gives them the unique ability to charge round corners! This
can be a very useful surprise tactic.

Now for the disadvantages! Because .of their lack of formation, their charge does not have as great a
shock effect as a normal charge, since they hit the enemy piecemeal. This was to some extent balanced by
their ability to surprise and, against infantry, by their possession of lances. 1 treat this in the
following way -

Charging from open

"Surprise" charge

against infantry - count as heavy cavalry.
"  cavalry - count as light cavalry.
"  infantry - count as lancers.
"  cavalry - count as heavy cavalry.

If your rules differentiate between disordered and double disordered, it would be an idea to deem
troops double disordered after one round of melee with Cossacks, to simulate the terror they instilled in
the hearts of Western troops. It also gives you a chance to bring up some Cuirassiers and finish the job
completely!

Their second disadvantage was that whilst in combat they fought like lions, if they felt the enemy
were getting the better of them, or they lost their officers, they were wont to disappear from the field
at high speed and see what treasures the surrounding countryside could give up! If your morale rules take
account of loss of officers, Cossacks should receive a greater penalty and should be more difficult to
rally than normal cavalry.

Finally, a point to remember is that Cossacks were "hit and run" troops. They were nobody's fool
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15.



THE AMERICAN SCENE

Professor M.A.H.Barker

De-partment of South Asian Studies, University of Minnesota

One of the next things that wargamers should do is to have runs of their journals microfilmed. Then
microfilm copies, blow-ups of articles, etc., could be sold at a reasonable profit to the wargaming
public. I checked with our local library, and your journal and the journal "Slingshot" are not even
listed with the Union Catalogue of Journals. This means that even on interlibrary loan one cannot get
copies of these items. Since your journals are not all just "rules" and "wargame personalities" but in
clude as'well articles of considerable historical interest, cultural content, etc., these journals should
be available to the future as well. I urge you. Sir, to explore means of getting yoiir journals and other
important periodicals onto permanent microfilm in some library here, as well as some library in England.
Perhaps some club or patron could be inveigled into funding this not very large project,

I have been interested for many years in Ancient and Mediaeval wargaming. My first attempt was simply
a large board divided into squares, with six countries spotted around the sides and a central "sea." Port
cities, capital cities, etc., were drawn onto the board, as were roads and some simple terrain features.
Each player then had an army of fairly equal forces, with some pieces having greater or lesser movement
powers, fighting power, etc. This was a sort of antediluvian ancestor of what one sees now in American
and British board wargames. Of course, much earlier on I had handcarved roughly 1,500 ancient Egyptian,
Assyrian, etc., figurines on a scale of 1^ inch = 5 feet. These went with a diorama-like Egyptian palace-
temple, and fortress complex that began rather crudely out of my childhood toy soldiers, but which devel
oped into some fair carving and detailed wall-painting of the buildings, chariots, etc. Alas, most of the
buildings were destroyed when my parents moved, but I still have a box of the figurines. I developed no
particular rules for these Ancient campaigns, but played them solo. Nor were all the figurines military;
as I recall, Rameses II, the Pharoah of our little diorama, had a "harem" of about 50 rather nice young
ladies...! There -were servants, animals, courtiers, and other figirres in the group as well. Perhaps once
I retire I will find the time and interest to re-do the whole thing just for my own amusement. The figur
ines were all hand carved from cheap wood and were painted according to my Egyptological textbooks.

Later on, becoming interested in India, I spent about six years in the Subcontinent, working on tribal
languages, the Urdu language, Islamic studies, etc. I thus had a very good chance to visit many Indian and
Pakistani fortresses. For some time I did research on the Brahui and Baluchi languages on the Pakistan-
Iran border, and there I had -an opportunity of observing a little muzzle-loading skirmishing with the
Pakistani police. Each year the police there capture and confiscate loads of fine old guns, swords, etc.,
- they destroy these weapons in spite of my pleading that they be sold to foreign tourists, dealers, etc.,
^.. or at least kept for the sake of history! But the authorities were too nervous about the dangers of
having foreigners "armed" with miscellaneous weaponry wandering about the country. Thus, sorry to say,
many a beautiful old sword or gun has been smashed up and lost forever. I did manage to get two or three
pieces, but most of these lovely old items are simply being lost to history.

We have a growing little circle of wargamers here in Minneapolis and Saint Paul. The University of
Minnesota is presently providing meeting room and facilities for a club, and there has been rather good
student response. Most of these people are "board-gamers", but there are some "Ancients" and some
"Napoleonists" with sizeable miniature sets as well.

THE FRENCH ARMIES IN THE SEVEN YEARS WAR by Lee Kennett (Diake University Press) available in this
country from A.A.Johnston at £2.94* Anyone interested in the 18th century - well this is a must. A well
laid out hardback of I64 pages this book is about the organisation of the French Field Armies in Germany
in the Minden period. There is nothing of uniforms or battles, this is the real "nitty-gritty" of supply
ing and maintaining an army. This compulsively researched book says nothing about how the French armies
were defeated by a polyglot of mercenaries; it says everything about why. As a companion volxime to
Savory's study (His Brittanic Majesties Army in Germany) it is in perfect balance. Wargamers, like 18th
century generals are seldom interested in logistics - read this and you will be.

THE WILD GEESE by Maurice N.Hennessy (Sedgwick and Jackson) £5.25. 227 pages in praise of the Irish
Soldier in Exile - and the sailor and their wives, detailing not only those famous regiments in French
service at Fonteroy and the great Irish captains like Brown and Lacy but also the stirring tales of the
less well known brigades and individuals who fought in every corner of the world in Spanish, Russian,
Mexican, Boer .... You name it the Irish were there often, despairing, fighting against their own kind.
Such a wide ranging book can give only superficial covering of course but there are ample references to
be purused. The dust wrapper depicts the Colonels colour of the Rgt. Lally in French Service (l think).

Neil Cogswell.



LETTERS

"A oomment on Terry Morgan's piece in the last issue on rules. Firstly, it is easy to write a set of
rules that are simple and inaccurate. It is not q^uite so easy to write a set that are complicated and
accurate. It is fiendishly difficult to write a set that are simple and accurate. Obviously, there must
be a compromise between the two virtues of simplicity and accuracy. Our Research Group Rules are not
among the most complicated on the market, there are some that make me shudder!, but we do intend in future
to move as far as possible in the direction of simplification without sacrificing the accuracy we already
have.

However, there are one or two sets of rules about today which call themselves simple, but vfhich are
in reality merely incomplete, and we are not going to fall into that trap. We hope to provide sets of
rules which enable you to fight a straightforward battle quickly and enjoyably, but which have sections
v/hich you can use if you want to fight at night, in bad weather, behind fortifications, on ship board, and
in all the other peculiar situations that wars produce.

Incidently, my second favourite set of Ancient rules is that included in a book called War Games by
Don Featherstone! I don't care for the complicated set it evolved into half as much."

Phil Barker (Wargames Research Group), Birmingham.

ooOoo

"I returned last Friday from a two week vacation in West Germany where I watched a wargame in Sulivan
Barracks, Mannheim. l/Lt. George Sivess and a group of other officers and NCO's in the 3/68 Armour Bn.
staged a three day battle on the floor of the Bn. Conference Room. Boards from tank ammo cases stacked
and covered with green U.S. Army blankets formed the terrain. Realistic Faller houses and a Waterloo farm
by Airfix gave the objectives. Some 1,600 troops in 25mm from all the better known makers and well painted
by George and his comrades made up the Napoleonic French and their Allies who opposed the British and
Prussian Army. Both sides took a terrible beating and called it a draw. I just looked on and most some
suggestions for improvements in rules, but I can hardly wait to get back to Germany to join this active
group."

Ch. (Major) James C.Bean, Jr., Ft. Hamilton, New York.

ooOoo—-

"I enjoyed "Skirmish Line" article in the Vargamer's Newsletter, as I have enjoyed the previous
articles, but was disappointed to find that a sequel to "La Cochaine" would not be forthcoming due to poor
reader response. I myself have not written previously due to the fact that I am new to wargaming in
general, and to skirmish games in particular. My first wargame ever was recently fought using Western
Gunfight rules. It was a solo affair, (l have yet to find an opponent in my area) and was quite enjoyable.

What really set me to writing this letter was Hike's letter in the same issue of the Newsletter,
especially the part about "keeping in touch with other nuts." I can readily understand feeling discouraged
about such a lack of response, but I would also like to say that beginners such as me, lacking both know
ledge of and experience in wargaming, are those who profit most from your articles and who are most grate
ful for them. So, I am writing to let you all know this in the hopes that you will go on writing the fine
articles which have steered me, as well as many others, I am sure, into the fascinating field of skirmish
;ames.

As a solo gamer, and one with very little spare time to spend, I find skirmish games particularly suited
to me. It is much faster to paint one 54nini figure than painting a dozen or so 25mm figures. And the
necessary character development, story composition, research, etc., add some of the ingredients necessary to
make solo wargaming enjoyable and interesting. I plan on recording the results of my games in an Old West
newspaper format.

I am very glad that the Skirmish Line are working on Ancient skirmish rules, as I started in wargaming
with 25mm Ancients (l am still working on my early Roman and Carthaginian armies, slowly but steadily)."

Larry Rickert, Andover, New Jersey, U.S.A.

ocGoo

"Regarding the article in Newsletter by Bill Abrams, may I suggest that having played a number of
games with Bill and Steve Carpenter using these rules I found them most enjoyable and workable, so much so
in fact I should now dispute that American is an independent country having been won back by the British
in the command of yours truly who gave the Americans a good trouncing."

Neville Dickinson (Miniature Figurines Ltd), Southampton.
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Also distributed in the United Kingdom by Bivouac Books are a series of illustrated reference guides
to uniforms and equipment of armies of the Napoleonic era published by Wurgler Hansen. The first is
"Danish Uniforms and Equipment 1800-1815" which gives 4 plates in full colour, 4 plates of text in English,
size 8J-" X 12-^" in a protective wallet at £1.80p net.

A.A.Johnston of Pitney, Langport, Somerset, is a military bookseller who needs no introduction, it is
not unfair to say that he can probably obtain a^y military book you want if you are prepared to pay for it.
In his last list he enclosed a rather interesting leaflet advertising a book called, "Uniforms, Organisa
tion and History of the Afrikakorps" by Roger James Bender and Richard D. Law (6" x 9"! 256 pages, 354
illustrations - £5.77p post paid). It seems to include everything one wishes to know about this famous
German group of World War II including uniforms, insignia and equipment, flags, vehicle markings, etc.,
etc.

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
■ROOKS BY DONALD PEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cashwith order

to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London.
WARGAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (^6.00).
NATAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45P' (?7.00)-
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p« (05'OO).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45P- (^7.00).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. (^7.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to 1^0 4D - £3.00p. (^^8.50;.
BATTLES VflTH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.00p. (^8.50).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from 45BC to Korea in 1955. £3.15P. 1.^9.00;.
SOLO WARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (07.50). _
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 85p. ^?I2.50;.
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.10p. (^6.00). , , _i,
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAIAPAIGN. fJ.OOp. (^8.50).
POITIERS.1356 - (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £1.10p. (ZJ.OO).
AT THEM WITH TEE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (?5.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £5.20p. ^ (^9.00).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837t1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. (^IJ.OO).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.70p. (011.00;.
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by■L.Richards. £1.65p. (05.00).

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming;

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. \ .u m rv.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Peatherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wgrgames (including Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for.1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks, armoured

cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Bike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50c) or the set of 9 for £1.50p. (04.50) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields. 55P. (02.00).

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

FROM THIS ISSUE ONWARDS SUBSCRIPTION RATES WILL BE INCREASED TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS. AND FOR RENEWALS, BUT

ALL SUBSCRIBERS WHO HAVE PAID FOR FUTURE ISSUES V/ILL HA'VE THE BALANCE OF THEIR SUBSCRIPTION HONOURED AT THE
OLD, AND LOWER. PRICE. THIS HAS TAKEN PLACE AUTOMATICALLY AT THE CHANGEOVER.



meral miniatures

prC5CnX5
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French, Prussian, Austrian,Russian,Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



The pleasant little figures depicted above are the Mediaeval rans^e of 1:300 scale fig^es made by
Leicester Micro-Models Ltd., of 5 Ooss Barton, Nailsea, Bristol BS19 2XD, (with an Airfix OO/HO scale figure
nut in for comparison). This range not only includes knights and infantry but also scaling ladders,ma^tietf crtapuUs b;ilisL, baftering raL, etc., etc. Painted up they look fine and make possible some
interesting siege operations on a small scale - have you ever thought of reproducing the siege from the
Charlton Heston film "THI] WAHLORD"? It could easily be done with these figures!
do not particularly push this part of their range because they are so busily scale

j  .T • «v. + ■;%^r, . 1 •/iftOO soale V/orld ^7sr I and World Wpjr II metal ships and tneir scaieforlTwar ifwarshlS! Th; i;fgf ex^a^s alLst by the hour a^d I notice that additions to their tank
range include a T54; Pak 40; Sdkfz 254/4; Katyusha; A13 and Gaz truck. Their 1:1200 scale rforlcl kar .1 warships .have been increased by a number of interesting new items including S-boats, monitors, destroy-rs,
corvettes and MTB's.

In the Tradition shop the other day I noticed that the glass case containing ^mm ^ar-
-ames range is ^'etting more and more packed! The range expands rapidly, for example I am told that the
American Civil War range alone now comprises 97 figures. Already available or shortly to be in the shop are
Spanish guerillas; Spanish line and grenadiers; Polish Napoleonic infantry; French imantry 1315; an exten-

"  r +>,£. Aufiout -ranee- Crimean infantry in ereatcoats; Colonial period Highlanders, Indian infantry,

in .an, oa... tt .y nr. th. oo.pl.lion of r.nj.a ao thai th. v.rs.nor la froad of tn. frn.tration of tavins
nne regiments without officers, standard bearers, buglers, drummers and the like. Up to now, x ADITIlN
have been concentrating on foot figures but a mounted range is in the course of preparation and w^l unooubt-edly be of the same high standard that has impressed the wargame world in the short period of their exist-
ence •

i/hat with Tradition, Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe, Warrior, Hinton Hunt, lose. Greenwood and Ball,
Minot Phoenix and others, the wargamer does not realise just how fortunate he is. In lact, it is not unreasonable to say that he is spoilt to the point where carping criticism blunts the enthusiasm and efforts
of the talented designers who put this vast range of figures at the wargamer's disposal.= o -rnnj-ps of 20 25 Slid 50ram figures are other scales that .are rapidly becoming popular, such as the^
15mm and 5mm regimental blocks by Miniature Figurines, the 15mm figure by Peter ® fsLuby and the astonishing 1:500 scale wargames fi-'ures at present in the Napoleonic, f,merican .ivil ./ar and
modern periods* by Heroics.

I have iust received some sample packs of the latest American Civil War series and impressed is an
,q^-»<o+o+oTnont 1 With the naked eve it is possible to see the detail on these fi -ures and differentiate

t^oen the various types of artillery but when one looks at them through a magnifying glass then one can seethramazLrartril thrt hL gone in'to them. Bear in mind that these are not "blocks" of figures but indivi
dual figures 6mm in height, each one a wargames fi.gure in its own right just as much as any 25 or 50mm
--i~ure They come in strips of 5 and can be used like that or separated to suit the wargamer s system.pI-uLrof 22 Mowbray Court, Howbray Road, London SE19 2RL, tell me that they intend to continue
lauls, cataphracts, elephants and ballistae are planned for early release. R.B.Styles of Heroics Fi.nires
.'rites -

"There has been a great deal of interest in our figures and we are actually busy remaking them to a
■-i -her standard and including officers, drummers. Old Guard, Highlanders, Li.-ht Drapgoons and many o^^l^ers.
/e'feel that there is a big future for these figures which are economical as playing pieces and yet retaintL chLactL orkgLL rather than blocks or symbols. We feel that rules for them will take on two
possible aspects - either re.giments can be the same size as present wargame regiments (i.e. 20/40 figures)
and small space games be played, or Grand Tactics be used with thousands of figures; or as divisional sizedconflicts carried out with 200-500 men to a regiment, so giving a more realistic appearance to the battle,
like an old print or painting."

Heroics also supply cut-out cardboard buildin.gs in the same scale but production is de.,.ayed at the
moment although when they begin rolling it seems likely that they
detailed drawings on thin card with full details for customer colouring (rather like North s Paint your
own' Uniform Cards) Such enthusiasm and genuine talent has gone into this range that they deservesll^por? and! SSng urfcompletely new aspect of wargaming, they make possible realistic reconstructions
of the really big battles such as Borodino, Waterloo, Gettysburg, etc., etc. And, they_are so cheap that2 n^rSjond t^e reach of a wargamer's pocket to have armier in this scale besides his normal larger
sized forces.



Much that has been written already here this month deals with the scale of figures and in.this conneo-
tion it seems that our old friend Jack Scruby of America is also "scale" conscious because his catalogue
has a rather interesting little section which I am sure he will not mind me reproducing here.

"In England, the most popular-wargame models have ENGLISH VERSUS AMERICAN "SCALE"
been designated in the 20mm scale. In America, the 20mm
scale model is smaller and does not mix well with the
larger, more robust British 20mm figure. Scruby Minia- _
tures eliminates this problem with their "25mm scale". J)
Our models in this scale are the same size as the popu- ^ /wmi\
lar Airfix plastic soldier and the English 20mm scale ( 1 iGs (Wj]
figure. Thus, any Scruby mini.ature advertised, as 25mm
will be in the same range as those you buy at home." /g j Wj /U

American 20mm scale Scruby Miniatures

25mm Scale

not only increase their range En.nsh a„d Air.x .„20..sca,e Scru.v Mi„ia.u,es
about as quickly as anyone else but the firm is also 2ommscaie 25mmscaie
becoming a haven for veteran wargamers! Since Christmas L
Neville Dickinson (who already has Ron Miles as his V/orks Manager) has engaged my original wargames oppon
ent Tony Bath as his Administrative Manager and now has taken on Ted Ladd, one of our most active Southamp
ton wargamers, in charge of Stores! How can a business fail with so much know-how behind it? Anyway, they
are going ahead like wild fire and their latest ranges include the following -

SPANISH CONQUEST

AZl Aztec Chief

AZ2 Aztec Priest

AZ3 Aztec Slinger
AZ4 Aztec Javelinman
AZ5 Aztec Clubman
AZ6 Aztec Archer
AZCl Cortez Mounted Officer

AZC2 Heavy Cavalryman with Lance
AZC3 Light Cavalryman with Lance
AZC4 Foot Arquebusier
AZC5 Foot Pikeman
AZC6 Foot Swordsman in Steel Armour
AZC7 Sword and Buckler Man
AZC8 Mounted Crossbowman

SCIENCE FICTION

3F 7 Vertos Roboman

SF 8 Aquila Starman
SF 9 Earth Feder-ction Spaceman with Launcher
SFIO Earth Federation Spaceman with Laser

AMERICAN PLAINS INDIAN WARS

IW I American Infantry Officer
IW 2 American Infantryman Firing
IW 3 American Infantryman Marching
IW 4 American Infantry Bugler
IW 5 Artilleryman with Rammer
IW 6 Artilleryman with Shot
rw 7 Artilleryman with Porte Fire
IW 8 Artilleryman with Bucket
IW 9 Dismounted Trooper Kneeling Firing
IWC4 American Cavalry Officer

GLADIATORS

G 6 Bestarius
G 8 Mounted Gladiator with Spear

MYTHICAL

ME 100 Centaur

ME 101 Pan

Another faithful supporter of this magazine is Hinchliffe Models Ltd., whose designer Peter Gilder
(when he has time to spare from making Callan films with Edward Woodward and teaching him to wargame) is
designing what are probably the finest things he has turned out - his English Civil War range. The latest
brilliant offerings here are cavalry; an equipment range which includes a heavy mortar, a shot barrow and
attendant with powder barrel, base grillage and two gabions and personality figures of Prince Rupert with
his dog and General 7t.irfRx. If-you have other interests than wargaming then perhaps I should point out
that Hinchliffe are also able to provide some very fine 54mm figures and also the incomparable 75mm range
by Ray Lamb. It is one of these figures (available from Armour Accessories, 5 Castle Street, Dover, Kent)
that graces the Editorial page of this issue. Have you ever seen such detail in a model soldier - count
the hairs on the moustache!

I recently saw an advert in another magazine for some 1:35 scale "Penguin" woldiers with diorama
materials at 40p each obtainable from Ernest Berwick, llA Newland Street, Kettering, Northants, England.
The range is as follows -

No.l. 4 German soldiers + weapons, trees, etc.
No.2. 4 German soldiers + weapons, sandbags.
No,3. 4 German soldiers + weapons, tents.
No,4. 4 German soldiers + weapons, oil drums

From the same firm can be obtained'1:76 scale A.F.V. kits made in Japan. The Fujimi range at 50p each
includes - new Kubelwagen + B.M.V/. motor cycle; No.l, Diorama, oil drums, tents, jerry cans, etc,; No, 2
Diorama, pill box, watchtower; SDKFZ 222 German Armoured Car; SDKFZ 251/1 German Armoured Car; Hetzer,
Praga; KVIA; KVII, Sherman; Matilda; German Inf., D.S.Inf.

The 3IDI range at 40p each include Protzkraffwagen KP269; Monsopaffwagen KF 270; PZKDFW with AA gun;
PZKDFW with 20mm; German Kubelwagen; German armoured cars; PZKDFW IV tank; 88mm anti-tank gun; 8 ton §
track and 20mm A/A Sef.

In London at the Model Engineers Exhibition, while standing with that arch boardgamer Keith Robinson



2^ stand
at the Michael's Models (646-648 High Road, North Pinchley, N12 ONL, Londonywhen I expressed the view that
hoardgames were not suitable for a man of limited patience like myself. This so aroused the proprietor
that he gave me the Avalon Hill game "Tactics II", asked me to play it and review it in the Newsletter.
Overcome by his generosity and imbued with a genuine desire to know something about these games which have
such a vast coverage of military history and attract, so many people, I have faithfully played it under the
able guidance of experienced board wargamer Lee Angel. Tactics II is the boardgame that began it all and
is particularly suitable tc introduce newcomers to^board wargaming. Set in the modern period it gives the
opportunity to command divisions of infantry, armour and special service units on a large 22' x 28 map
board. I spent a very happy evening playing this game, my instructor being a very patient man who made it
all extremely clear - so much so that I have managed to pass the information on to my son and daughter (12
and 15 years of age) who are avid games players and are now trying it themselves as a change from escaping
from Colditz! On first acquaintance it would be foolish to say that I enjoyed it as much as a wargame with
miniature figures but I must confess that I certainly liked it enough to establish a regular board wargaming
evening with Lee Angel and to appoint Keith Robinson board wargamers commentator/correspondent for Wargamer's
Newsletter. His article will be appearing at regular intervals. Over and above all that I cannot help
getting quite excited when I look down the list of available games in the advertisements of Simulations
Publications U.K. (P.O.Box 46, Altrincham, Cheshire VA15 6PE) and I have already mentioned (when reviewing
the Leicester Convention) how impressed I was with their Stand and the vast array of available games that
seem to cover every facet of military history. They are also the English agents for that beautifully pro
duced American magazine "Strategy and Tactics" a bi-monthly publication which usually contains a free ready-
to-play Conflict-Simulation game with a playing board, pieces and rules together with an analytical article
on the same subject as the game. Forty-eight pages long and beautifully produced in a graphic format.
Strategy and Tactics at £7.50p for six issues might seem a bit expensive but is a magazine which, like
Tradition, one treasures for the rest of ones life.

Of course, all games have to have rules and acknowledged among the best commercially produced rules
are those of the Wargames Research Group. One of their driving spirits Bob O'Brien tells me that their
rules for Armour/infantry; Ancient and 1750—I85O appear- to have been adopted as standard by most Australian
wargamers, including their new magazine Miniature Manoeuvres and that the Wargames Research Group have
reason to Believe that wargaming is making great strides in that country.

Perhaps one of the most famous and best known sets of rules for wargames related to fighting battles
with model ships and were devised by an American Fletcher Pratt, whose activities are described at some
length in the book "Naval Wargames". It has come to my notice that Daniel Darcy of IB4I South Halsted,
Chicago, 111. 606O8, U.S.A., has published "Fletcher Pratt's Naval Wargame" at ;^2.50 (about £1.25p includ
ing postage). These rules are a delight, quite simple and able to be mastered in less than two hours, they
include air power and effective use of submarines, torpedoes and bombing. They can be used by two people
or a hundred and lend themselves very well to team play - there are several teams in the Chicago area using
these rules. I have long been of the opinion that a set of rules for tank warfare could be devised using
the-same principles as those of Fletcher Pratt for naval wargaming.

Also from America are some interesting sets of prints "The American Soldier 1771-1855; I86I-I965; 1775-
1965" and they are obtainable from the Superintendent of Documents, The Government Printing Office, Washing
ton D.C., U.S.A. The same organisation can also supply publications on battle sites; military histories;
official histories, etc. This would seemingly open up an interesting source of supply for the wargamer
fighting battles of the American Civil War and the American Revolution, to say nothing of some of America's
smaller wars.

Another American publisher of military interests is the Greenwood Press of 51 Riverside Avenue, West-
port, Connecticut O688O, U.S.A., who has sent me an interesting list of bocks on military science and
history. The reprints they list are most interesting and would be unavailable in any other way while their
new series "Contributions in Military History" includes such books as those shovm below -Ek ' SCHOOLBOOKS AND KRAGS; THE UNITED STATES ■

AMERICAN GUNBOAT DIPLOMACY AND I

I  RIVER AND THE ROCK; THE HISTORY OF
I  FORTRESS WEST POINT, 1775-1783

by Lt. Col. Dave R. Palmer

dear MISS EM: GENERAL EICHELBERGER'S
PACIFIC, I942-I945

Robert L. Eichelberger
edited by Jay Luvaas hESk

Nearer home. Bivouac Books of 21-25 Earl Street, London EC2A 2AL, have"put out a catalogue with some
rather unique items described. They include "Uniforms at Waterloo" by Keith Over consisting of 100 paces
made up of JO paces of full colour, JO paces of detailed line drawings with supporting text; "Imperial
German Military Dress I87I-I9I4" Vol.1 Infantry by H.Kinna with I60 paces of text, 8 pages of full colour
and 10 paces of detailed line drawings and some fine personal reminiscences and autobiographies of men and
women of the American Civil War published by McCowat Mercer and distributed in the United Kingdom by
Bivouac Books. This range includes those books pictured here. , .

(Continued an page ZO/



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

MELTHAM, HUODERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

25mm
FIGURE RANGE
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR (ECW)
ECW3 Pikeman in plumed hat. pike forward
ECW4 Pikeman in plumed hat, pike up
ECW5 Musketeer in helmet, firing
ECW6 Musketeer in helmet, at present
ECW11 Colour Bearer in helmet
ECW12 Colour Bearer in plumed hat

I CIVIL WAR CAVALRY (ECWC)
Heavy Cavalry, charging
Heavy Cavalry, trumpeter
Light Cavalry plumed hat. at rest
Light Cavalry plumed hat. Officer
Light Cavalry plumed hat. Trumpeter
Cuirassier
Cuirassier Officer
Dragoon

ENGLISH
ECWC2

ECWC4

ECWC5
ECWC7

ECWC8
ECWC9
ECWC10
ECWC11

PERSONALITY FIGURES (PF)
PF22 Rupert PF23 Fairfax

25mm EQUIPMENT (25)
25/AN ECW Culverin 15 pdr medium gun
25/AR ECW Heavy Mortar

EQUIPMENT GROUPS (EG)
EG9 ECW Shot barrow and attendant, powder

barrel, base grillage and 2 gabions

75mm

FIGURE RANGE
75/6 Officer de Grenadiers, tenue de service 1804-10.

wearing bearskin
75/7 Grenadier de ligne en tenue de route 1005-07.

wearing forage cap

54mm

FIGURE RANGE
F10 British Horse Artillery. 1815, gunner with

handspike
F11 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner with

bucket
F12 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner with

spongeing out
F13 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner carrying

round

F14 British Horse Artillery '815. gunner stopping
vent

F15 British Horse Artillery 1815. Sergeant
F16 British Horse Artillery 1815. Officer
These figures are specifically designed to comple
ment the British Napoleonic artillery pieces listed
in our 54mm equipment range.

All available from
your local stockist —

if in difficulty, write
direct.

ilustrated Catalogues available 50p from your local stockist. 58p direct,

U.S. ANNOUNCEMENT

^  American friends ttiat manufacture of our models will take place under licencein In© U.o.A.

Who chose the best?

MINIATURE FIGURINES U.S.A. INC., 4311 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75219, U.S.A.

Contact them for further good news

Naval Wargamers
We offer our ovm line of selling ship kits for NAVAL WARGAMERS, All
kits feature cast metal hullsy pre-soldered mast and yard assemblies^
printed paper sails, building instznictions and general painting guide,

NAPOLEONIC S^IES 1 :1200 scale sailing ship kits,
N1, Gunboat ..,#,50 ®ach n6. Frigate #1.30 each
N2, Gutter |,50 each N7, Frigate (large) ,,|l,70 each
N3, Bomb Ketch |,60 each n8, 7i|.-gun Ship ,,|2,10 each
Nk, Brig 1,75 each N9, 100-gun Ship #2,90 each
N5. Sloop (corvette),#1,00 each N10, 120-gun Ship each
B1, Booklet on building, painting, detailing, rigging and

converting this series,, ••#•50 each

ANCIENT SERIES 1:600 scale ship kits,
A1, Phoenician Merchant,,$,50 A7« Roman Merchantman ^#1,65
A2, Phoenician Bireme,,o,#,65 a8, Bireme/Trireme,,, ,,# ,65
A3^ Egyptian Merchantman,#,70 A9, Trireme/Quadrireme ,|l,20

Egyptian Bireme,,,,,,#,60 Al0,Quadrireme/Quinureme,,,,»2,10
a5^ Greek Merchantman,,,,#,50 A11,Dekare. ,,,,,,,,^f2,90
a6, Greek Bireme ,,,#,65

Penna, residents must add sales tax.
Please add postage as follows^Ht U.S., orders up t© #10,00, add #1,00,
orders from #10,01 to #20,00, add #1,50, orders over #20,00, pest free

Overseas** add 25^ of total order for surface mail er $0% for air mail

antos iniatuTcs

Post Office Box 4062, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111
U.S.A.



BOOK

REVIEWS

(9i" X 1^:"; 248 pages. Guinness SuperlativesI'HS .•-UINH5SS HISTORY OF LAMP WARFARE by Kenneth Macksey. (9i" x J-r"; 248 pages. Guinness superlatives
Liriited - £2.95p)« "

There are three excellent reasons v^hy I should give this book a good review - first, the author Major
'-.J.Hacksey M.C. served in the Royal Tank Regiment and so did I. Second, the "Select Bioliography is
packed with illustrious military names such as Julius Caesar, David Chandler, .vinston Churchill, Clausewitz,
J.K.C.Fuller, Guderian, Jomini, Liddell Hart, Montgomery, Napoleon and a host of others but right in the
middle sandwiched between Fisenhower, D., Portescue, J and Frederick the Great is Peatherstone, D. ihe
Bowmen of Sngland"! Third, it is a superb book and for this last reason the following words of praise ^^e
offered. It is beautifully produced on fine glossy paper with more than I50 photographs and prints plus 15
pages in full colour and a series of specially commissioned maps to explain the manoeuvres of many of the
major battles, 'nhe end papers will be of great value to the wargamer, showing the average effective range
of missile and artillery since the beginnings of Time to 1914 and another chart showing the same effects
from 1914 to 1975 and then a chart giving the estimated average daily rates of advance through the ages
from the Greek infantryman to the helicopter. In a most readable and informative manner, the book brings^
out the salient points of warfare through the ages, stressing significant features such as mentioning that
the first practical rockets were used against the British in India in 1780 and that "the most prominent
signs of acceptance of a code of conduct in battle were to be found in connection v;ith siege vrarfare ....
through the influence of Sebastian Vauban". It is a mine of information and it is doubtful i^hether there
can be many books with so much packed between two covers. In this day and age of expensive books, it is a
real bargain at £2,95p.

lURGHILL AS V/A.tL05D by Ronald Lewin. (9" X 6"j 283 pages; 25 photographs. 3. Batsford - f5.50p).

This is the story of Britain's most outstanding years from 1939 to 1945 when it was saved by one man
who, aided by German incompetence, looked Stalin in the eye and never flinched before Hitler; maintained
British morale, successfully fostered the American alliance, avoided a premature Second Front, to compile
a balance sheet of achievements that cannot be quantified. This book tells just how human was ,'inston
Churchill, how he had faults of character and behaviour and made glaring errors but, as the author so aptly
says "his'name fills the memory like a proverb." Discussing Churchill's manifold intellectual and tempera
mental disqualific-tions as a Warlord, the author clearly i - ■.it e\T describes how he succeeded in spite
of them. This is a story of our time, because one can only understand the present if one knows about the
past and './inston Churchill, most certainly the Man of the 20th century, rarely did anything that was not
interesting or did not provide hi'*hly readable accounts. i. started to skim through this book as I was in a
hurry to review it and finished up spending three complete full evenings reading it thoroughly - it is a
gem!

Prom Squadron/Signal Publications of U.S.A. I have received a nicely put together soft covered book of
photographs"entitled AC33 OF TH3 EIGHTH by Gene B. Stafford and William N. Hess. Although primarily of in-
interest to Americans because the pilots considered were American and beloniged to ohe Eir hth Air Force, the
pictures of aircraft and details, both technical and otherwise, make it good reading for those interested
in air combat.

The picture at the top of this page of the Royal Artillery during the Crimean V/ar period comes from
the book CRIMEAN UNIFORMS 2 - BRITISH ART1LL/]?.Y by Robert Wilkinson-Latham, a sequel to "Uniforms and
Equipment of the Light Brigade" by the same author - both published by the Historical Research Unit of 27
Emperors Gate, London 3.W.7, England. These books are two of a select but very interesting list put out by
the Historical Research Unit, which includes '-.'ATERLOO UNIFORMS 1 - BRITISH CA/ALRY by John Mollo; RUSSIAN
MILITARY SWORDS by Eugene Mollo; THE SHARPSHOOTERS by Boris Mollo together with eight books on the German
Army of World War II.

Recent paperbacks of interest purchased by the author include THE STEEL BONHSTSby George Macdonald
Fraser (Pan Books - 95p) - this is the soft covered publication of a book which is not only of great inter
est but also provides a host of material for some unusual wargaming. THE SOLDIERS BAYONETS IH THE SUN by
William Moore (Spear Books - 55p) - this is a novel about yet another British military'family' the
Mallandi-e' E, fighting in the Second Sikh War.

BURY iTY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE; An Indian History of the American West by Dee Brown (Pan Books - 60p).
A best selling American book on the 19th century Indian Wars written from the Indian's point of view. GREAT
WESTERN INDIAN FIGHTS by Members of the Potomac Corral of the Westerners published by the University of
Nebraska Press, Lincolp, Nebraska, in a Bison book edition obtainable from Bivouac Books, London. Tells
stories of the Indian Wars of the West, each written by a different person. Compelling reading.



AIRFIX MAGAZINE - January 1974- Well produced and illustrated, contains Part 8 of George Gush's
excellent series on Renaissance Warfare; modelling the Matilda 'Baron' flail tank and the German Sd Ah 115
tank trailer; modelling hints by Bruce Quarrie; Part 7 of John Sandars fine series 8th Army in the Desert;
Roy Dilley on Model Soldiers plus figure, kit, book reviews etc.

BATTLBFLRET - Volume 7j No. 2. This is the magazine of the Naval Wargames Society, U.K. and contains
articles on the Maury Gunboats of the American Civil War and o+her features.

THE COURIER - Volume 5, No. 6. This is the Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association and is
generally said to be a sort of American version of Wargamer's Newsletter. Contains illustrated articles
on the Roster Systdm; the American Expeditionary Force in Prance 1917; an Ancient Wargame; Wargame Cam
paigns; Cannister Shot; a good article "It's Just a Battle" by Larry Brom that washes away a lot of pre
conceived notions about wargaming; a Crusader Wargame; Continental Rifles in Napoleonic Wargames by Fred
Vietmeyer; French Army of the Lower Rhine 1758i plus book and figure reviews etc.

DISPATCH - The Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society - December 1975. Contains illus
trated articles on the Black Watch 1820-1850; the French Foreign Legion I85I-I846; British Experimental
Service Uniform 1884; illustrated figure, book, print reviews.

MILITARY MODELLING - February 1974. Contains illustrated articles on Wargames for the Younger General;
a diorama; figure conversions; plus reviews of the latest books and figures, etc.

MINIATURE WARFARE AND MODEL SOLDIERS - January 1974• Contains articles on Jungle 'Vargames; improve
ments and additions to the London Wargame Section Napoleonic Rules; The Russo-Japanese War 1904-5; Wargame
Campaign in Germany 1808; The German War of Liberation 1815; plus book reviews and letters etc.

KODELLISMO MILITARE - No.4. Printed in Italian, this beautifully produced publication contains
articles which, apart from the pictures, are a bit beyond me (although I served in Italy for three years
during World War II). Seems to contain articles on figures; German uniforms in Africa; making Bleriot's
aircraft 1911; German tanks in World War II; Airfix conversions of English infantry 1812-15; Britains
model soldiers; the Italian World War II tanksM 15/40 and K I4/4I; The Piemontese Regiments of 1700 (with
coloured uniforms); the Ford trucks of the Long Range Desert Group; and a table showing a build-up of
armies of the Napoleonic period, including officers, colour bearers, musicians, other ranks, etc, showing
all the appropriate numbers of figures made by Miniature Figurines.

SOLDIER - February 1974. Colourful front cover of various Regimental plumes and hackles; contains
articles on the Somerset Light Infantry Military Museum; a review of the Airfix Matilda tank kit plus re
views of records of military bands and books.

TRADITION - No. 12. Glossy and exciting as always, contains articles on The London and Westminster
Light Horse Volunteers 1779-1829; The 54th Massachusetts Volunteers of African Descent; The 60th Regiment
in Zululand 1879; The Rise and Fall of Emperor Maximilian of Mexico I864-I867; Marines in the French Army
and Navy; Standards and Colours of the Army I66I to 1881; Frano-Tireurs of the Army of the Vosges; Frederick
William the Great Elector and the Fehrbellin Campaign; Colours and Standards of the Grand Duchy of Baden in
the Napoleonic Period; The Palace Grenadiers of the Tsar plus reviews of books, etc., and 6 full page colour
plates of British Flags and British Colours, The Imperial Russian Palace Grenadiers, the Grenadier Regiment
of Guards 1855; the Irregular Cavalry of the Spanish Carlist Wars. And even the very last page is a gem -
coloured photographs of Stadden 54iMn Mediaeval Knights.

The attention of readers is drawn to a very fine but seemingly little known American magazine CONFLICT
published by Simulations Design Corporation, P.O.Box I9096, San Diego, California 92119, U.S.A., at ̂ 10.50
for six issues in Great Britain, j(8.50 in U.S.A. The six issues of this magazine that have so far appeared
have been of an extremely high standard, beautifully produced with excellent photographs and illustrations.
Each issue contains a complete boardgame. Each issue contains articles of great interest and value to war-
gamers - so far the following ha-"'e appeared;- 1940: Campaign in France; The Japanese Navy at Guadalcanal;
The French in North America 1759; Bonaparte in Egypt; Soviet Air Power; The Confederate Navy; French
Armoured Divisions 1940; German Invasion of Norway 1940; Airborne History and Development; Russian Invasion
of East Prussia 1914; the little known Japan versus Russia War of 1939; Xenophon; The British Expeditionary
Force 1939; Siege at Dien Bien Phu; The Tet Offensive I968 and a Vietnam Bibliography.

"Your editorial in issue N0.I4O does highlight a continuing problem we all face. When neither can con
vince the other of the correctness of his point of view, we resort to dicing for a decision. While this does
not resolve which of us is right, it does allow up to proceed with the game, which was the main reason for
otir getting together in the first place. Since I believe this was one of your ideas from way back for
settling arguments, I am sorry to learn that your event was not adjudicated by this impartial meansi It is
amazing how often my opponent rolls the lower number when I begin telling him not to think of rolling a one.
"Don't think about how a lone spot stares at you from the die because it will ruin yoiir chances of winning
this decision ... etc," They psyche themselves into rolling ones more often than not."

Lou Zocchi of Biloxi, U.S.A.



NOTICE BOARD

FOR SALE: AIRPIX - 200 A.C.W. Infantry; 40 Cavalry; 6 Guns - £2.00p.
80 Romans; 50 Ancient Britons - £1.00p.

25mm MiriPIGS - 50 E.C.W. Infantry - £2.00p.
Virtually all figures painted. Offers to G.Bell, 4I Chaucer Road, Romford, Essex, RM3 7ER.

ooOoo—-

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p (50 cents) on EACH
cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for V/argamer's Newsletter to absorb this charge.
Overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling cheques must ADD 50 cents to each cheque. American
Express drafts, International Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this
additional handling-charge.

ooOoo-—

Has any wargamer got any information of orders of battle, commanders, etc., on the Austrian and
Russian armies, which were on the Rhine in the Waterloo campaign? As I am setting up a V/aterloo campaign,
with everything, not just Anglo-Dutch and Prussians, but with all the Allied armies at that time. If any
one has anything please write to Ian Monk, 46 Mitchley Avenue, Purley, Surrey, CR2 IDN. I would be very
grateful.

ooOoo

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on the condition and under
standing that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival.
Any items replaced will be charged for.

ooOoo

VAPGAMPP' C NEWS LETTER can be piirchased monthly by sending 50p on flis first day of each month to
TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London W.l.

ooGoo

FOR AMERICAN HEADERS - TRIP TO LONDON.

Mike Ferguson, one of the members of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America, is organising a group
of M.F.C.A. members for a trip to London from July 14-22, 1974. Eighty seats will be available for round
trip jet air transportation with a planned Philadelphia departure. If you are interested, write to Mike
at 8I5 Elliston Drive, Wyndmoor, Pa. I9II8, U.S.A.

ooOoo

FOR SALE. TRADE AND WILL PURCHASE: Britains Ltd. Lead sets and figures. Send double postage S.A.E.
or 2 I.R.C. for Sale and Trade lists. Authenticast sets for trade. Will purchase in any amount Britains:
Sets, Figures, Old Red Boxes and Catalogues. Donald G.Hill, 67OI New Hope Drive, Springfield, Virginia
22151, U.S.A.

ooOoo

Mr. P.O'Reilly of 152 Hanbury Road, Acton, London W5 8RJ, would like to know of any Wargames Clubs, in
his area, or of any persons wishing to form such a Club.

ooOoo

Mr. D. Lanchester of 5 Kingfisher Green, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire, would like to contact opponents in
his area.

ooOoo

DO NOT FORGET! IN FUTURE, ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND ENQUIRIES GO TO TRADITION, 188 PICCADILLY, LONDON W.l.,
ENGLAND., AND ALL EDITORIAL MATTER (ARTICLES, LETTERS, HINTS, ETC.,) GO TO DONALD FEATHERSTONE, 69 HILL
LANE, SOUTHAMPTON SOl 5AD, HANTS, ENGLAND.
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made In 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
Britains', 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.
Tradition magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 9-6
Thursday 9.7
Saturday 9.5

If you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list-20p
Stadden 54 mm master list - 35p

'Tradition' book of Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post free)

^  SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ^
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel: Framiingham 723708

^ Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request. ^

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT

CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:

HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:

DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOLING, ALMARK,
PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

MAIL ORDERS

IVe regret we ore unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Please add 10% for postage on all mail orders.



Ark Royal. Royal Navy hero of so many early wartime battles at sea,
and the ship which the enemy claimed so many times to have sunk.
The superbly detailed Airfi\ kit is complete with planes and full
armament. Tih

Lancaster. This big R.A.F. bomber was the most outstanding of all
Allied World War // bombers, and spearheaded countless mass raids
over enemy territory, it makes a really magnificent Airfix model with
17 inch wingspan!

8th Army figures. Heroes of the North African campaign against
Rommel, the 'Desert Rats' achieved their greatest triumph at
Ei Alamein. A terrific 48-piece set from Airfix.

'.Sam
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Churchill Tank. A mighty 40 ton warrior, the Churchill tank took part in
many actions following the D. Day landings in 1944. Build it with Airfix I

1/24th scale HURRICANE Mk. 1.

During the Second World War the Hawker '
Hurricane, powered by a Rolls Royce Merlin
111 engine, proved to be one of the toughest
and most reliable fighter aircraft in service
Now you can build it with a great new highly
detailed 1 /24th scale kit from Airfix,

CONSTRUCTION KITS
Just like the real thing!

Get Airfix kits from toy
shops, model shops

and F. W. Woolworth -

ask for the big new
catalogue. Look out,
too, for the Airfix

Magazine,!5p monthly.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


